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COMMENT

What's novel
about innovation
nnovation is now recognised as the single most important ingredient in any
modern economy. It is a necessity in these fast-paced times.
The Asian countries have cottoned on to this rather quickly and, today, their
patent applications are growing four times faster than that of the Western
world.
You'll find many of us chasing that rather elusive major innovation and listen
carefully to any advise that might link us to a guaranteed innovation success.
To achieve this, some have even included all aspects of the value chain in the
process to access the experience from the different players. Others are involving
multi-disciplinary teams, even across different geographies. Nowadays, as we have
all become highly specilised in one subject matter only, a truly innovative project
can come from sharing ideas between different specialists from different fields.
To quickly get to innovation some firms are even resorting to merger and acquisitions (M&A) as a shortcut. There's a modern saying: "M&A is the new R&D".
Bell Lab's executive director in Ireland, Dr Lawrence Cowsar, recently said: "We
are continuously talking about what to do with the research: lop it all off, spin it out,
or make it just a shell - a thin layer of research that might lead to that one key
discovery. The reality is different: we want to have our cake and eat it." So now, Bell
Labs has adopted a strategy where start-ups are created internally.
Bell Labs employs nearly 600 PhD researchers and works with 300 universities
worldwide and yet, it never stops to innovate when finding new ways of working on
innovation. One method is to align its strategy to different governments' imperatives.
For example, in the US the government's current imperative is to focus on research
linked to home security. In Asia, the local governments' focus is on applications
and end uses, and in Ireland the government's goal is to change the economy from
being manufacturing led to innovation led. By analysing these governments'
necessities, Bell Labs has come up with a brilliant way of not only funding its own
research through local government grants but also by having access to local
universities' research to boost its own innovation. After all, industry is a lot quicker
to recognise and commercialise a good idea than a university ever can.
But whichever way you look at it, innovation is a complex process. It is almost
multi-dimensional: it's about the product, about the process and about the strategy
that will bring it to market. It is less about whether a project is on time, within
budget and has enough resources. It is more recognised that, nowadays, innovation
is less about 'blue sky' projects and more about the process around it which will
make it work in the market and bring benefits to the company medium to long
term. Innovation alone is not enough, even if it's of the so-called 'disruptive' type a technology that has the potential to overturn dominant technologies, bring new
markets and new customers.
So, successful innovators advise: look at your projects, assess which one is
going to bring major benefits and think of a step-by-step way of how to bring it to
market and keep it going for many years. One other advice: don't be scared to kill
the ones that are unlikely to bring big benefits back.

I

Svetlana Josifovska
Editor
Electronics World would like to wish you al/

a

very happy Christmas!
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Telairity offers complete HDTV
encoder to encoder makers
Chip start-up Telairity has launched an HOlY encoder based on its
high-performance VLlW chips and software, taking the encoding
element away from the system design and allowing encoder
makers to concentrate on the system and control elements.
The BE8000 is a slim lRU rack unit that uses eight of its
T1P2000 chips, each with five VLlW digital signal processing
cores, to encode one H.264 stream in real time with the AVClairity
encoder software developed by Telairity itself. The encoder takes a
1920 x 1080 HO resolution stream and achieves a bit rate of
8-10Mbitjs, which is competitive with other real-time broadcast
encoders that use 24 FPGA and OSPs.
The system is also available as the TM8000 motherboard for
equipment makers to put together their own system with their own
mezzanine cards or an audio mezzanine card from Telairity.
"This is still an OEM solution," said Shubha Tuljapurkar, vice
president of marketing at Telairity. "We went to all our customers
and they said they needed a complete solution where they add the
system value."
One of the key points of using a standard processor chip was to
reduce the cost. "I think this gives our customers a significant
price advantage," she said.
The other advantage is to simplify the hardware design and allow
new products to be developed through software. "You can expect
us to deliver a new chip every two years and new products fairly
rapidly," said Howard Sachs, CEO and founder of Telairity. "By
offering the TM8000 motherboard as a stand-alone product,

HOTV encoder board from Telairity

Telairity is enabling OEMs to create encoders that are tailored to
provide specific, differentiated features for their individual
applications. We are providing the fundamental video encoder
hardware and software design, so each OEM can focus on its
particular value-add while getting to market much more quickly."

Video reclocker lowers power
National Semiconductor has developed a multi-rate video
reclocker that can handle both SO and HO data rates.
The 48-pin LMH0056 has the lowest power in the industry
at 350mW and is the final element for a complete chipset for
video routers, switches, distribution amplifiers and editing and

National Semiconductor reclocker
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conversion equipment, alongside National's adaptive cable
equaliser and cable driver.
The reclocker is used to automatically recover the clock
from up to four incoming SOl video streams, removing the
jitter even when up to 60% of the eye pattern is closed, with
output jitter of 0.02 unit intervals (UI) at 270Mbitjs for
standard definition streams and 0.05UI for HO streams at
1.485Gbitjs.
These are significantly better than the jitter performance
that is possible with FPGAs which are looking to recondition
signals, says the company. National Semiconductor is working
with both leading FPGA makers, Xilinx and Altera, on a
reference design with the reclocker coupled to an FPGA.
In addition, the company launched a low jitter HO/SO sync
separator device that uses purely analogue proceSSing rather
than digital control to detect and synchronise the video
stream with out extra proceSSing or filtering.
The LMH1981 performs all the synchronisation for NTSC,
PAL and SECAM SO and HO formats up to 1080p, and
automatically detects the format of the stream. This analogue
design has been patented and removes the need for a
microcontroller to work out what the stream is.

l
The future's bright
for LED lighting
LED light sources will replace
the common bulb as the
dominant source of
lighting in the near future.
So says Steve Landau,
marcom manager at
Philips Lumileds,
manufacturer of solid
state lighting. "LEOs will
be a major - if not the
dominant - light source in the
future and they will displace
Luxeon Star
conventional technology."
White LED from
Philips Lumileds
LEOs offer much better efficiency, efficacy
and life-time characteristics than incadecent
lighting. They are also more environmentally friendly as they don't
contain mercury or cadmium. Some 19% of electricity today is
used up on lighting. With LEOs this figure is going to be
dramatically lower.
"We will not see a total eradication of conventional technology,
but LEOs will become the dominant source for lighting. The
infrastructure [for lighting] will see a similar change. We are used
to 60W bulbs and near-white light, but that will change - however,
this will happen over a long time. For home lighting, LEOs will be
used by 2010, 2011; they are already being used in retail lighting
and the market is already worth several billion US dollars."
All major countries' governments, including that of the UK, US
and Japan are installing energy programmes in place that
encompass the future use of LEOs. All of them are also
encouraging local businesses and academia to make the most of
the solid state lighting opportunity.
Among the major LED manufacturers are Philips Lumileds and
Avago Technologies. Recently, Avago announced its strengthened
solid state lighting portfolio. Philips Lumileds, on the other hand,
according to Landau, has several clear objectives for the near
future: to increase the lumens per Watt (efficacy), lumens per
package and lower the cost of lumens per US dollar in its
product range.

TECHNOLOGY

Europe changes
engineering
courses, as industry
shuns old graduates
Universities across Europe
are starting to abandon their
long-term engineering
courses in favour of the
much shorter UK model.
In Germany or France for
example, an electrical or
electronic engineering course
can last years, whilst in the
UK, the courses are only
three to four years long. In
Europe, if undergraduates fail
exams, they can keep
retaking them until they pass,
a process that can last a
very long time. By the time
they graduate, a freshman will
not be so 'fresh' for the industry at the ripe age of 30 and
above.
"The industry does not want them [graduates] that old,"
said Dr Alec Reader, sales director at the UK R&D facility
Innos. "The industry likes PhD graduates, but when they
are 24, not a lot older than that."
The Netherlands has already shortened its courses,
whilst Italy is in the process of doing so now. Other
countries are likely to follow. "Changes are afoot,"
confirmed Dr Reader.
The question, however, is whether the remuneration
package of electronic engineers in the UK will match those
in Europe. "The deference in salaries is a lot less now," said
Dr Reader. "Salaries are improving in the UK. Shortages [of
engineers] help, too; for example there's a severe shortage
of engineers in Dublin and this has affected salaries."

IMEC is the role model for Innos
Innos, the semiconductor spin-off from the University of
Southampton, has set its Sights on becoming the UK's answer
to IMEC in Belgium; a facilitator between industry and
academia.
"We want to act as a translator between industry and
academia," said Dr Alec Reader, sales director at Innos. "IMEC
is known for this role in Europe, but there's no other company
doing the same in the UK."
The company is already known for its R&D, small-scale wafer
fabrication and rapid prototyping service. A combination of all
three will allow the company to move into the role which will
see Innos create bridges between university research and its

market realisation.
"There's a big gap between industry and universities. There
are plenty of ideas at the universities, but they can't
[successfully] bring that to the industry. They [universities]
need prototypes - and we [at Innos] even do small scale
production. This will allow the industry to see whether they'll
like a product or not [first]."
At present, Innos is seeing venture capitalists about funding,
which will help the company implement its idea. Although Innos
has already handled several smaller projects along the same
lines, it is currently in negotiations over a much larger project,
which will also need this funding.
DECEMBER
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Bandlets transform SDTV
A Paris-based university spin-off, Let It
Wave, has developed a new scaling
technology that can turn standard
definition digital TV (SDTV) broadcasts
into a signal that is acceptable on
today's high quality HDTV screens . Its
'bandlet transform ' or 'geometrical
wavelet transform' technology (see
box below) improves the quality of
upscaled pictures, either from the
1080i format to higher quality 720p,
or even 1080p formats.
"The big difference with band lets is
that they can be scaled and elongated
and can be adapted to the different
types of content on the screen ," said
Dr Christophe Bernard, chief
technology officer of Let It Wave.
In principle, the technology improves
Fourier and wavelet filtering techni-

ques. The algorithm is implemented
in two million gates in a Cyclone
FPGA from Altera, and the first
customer is Brick House Video in the
UK. It is being used in a new system
for post production studios called
Syntax that allows SO content to be
inserted into HD streams at professional quality.
"Syntax was developed specifically
with Let It Wave's FPGA band let
technology, and we have performed
extensive trials with prominent endusers and it does a fantastic job - a
genuine case of 'seeing is believing' ,"
said Paul Hiorns, managing director of
Brick House Video.
Let It Wave is now looking to get
the technology integrated into
consumer flatscreen TVs.

Left: Motion adaptive upscaling algorithms compute missing pixels with spacial or time
interpolation form the previous and next pixels at the same location
Right: Bandlets optimise over the whole region in both space and time with directional
interpolation to improve the image quality

Bandlet bases decompose images Into multlscale geometric bandlet
elements. For quality enhancement, bandlet coefficients are
processed to restore fine details and remove distortions. A Fourier
filtering processes the Image information over fixed neighbourhoods.
Wavelets provide a first Improvement by adapting the computational
neighbourhood to the scale of local image details. Bandlets further
Improve this process by following geometrical Image structures to
better discriminate noise and distortions from Image Information.
For video processing, space-time bandlets are adapted to the time
geometry corresponding to movements. Bandlets take advantage of
time redundancy of video sequences by following time displacements.
In super-resolution applications, missing pixels are calculated to
Improve Image resolution by combining this bandlet technology with a
total variation control. It guarantees that no oscillatory artifacts are
Introduced by the geometric processing that restores fine Image
details.
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You can take HO videos on
vour mobile phones
A French chip start-up is looking to put
HDTV video encoding into mobile phones
with mUlti-processor hardware and
software. MnD Semiconductor has
developed an array of up to 20 SPARC
processors on a chip with the software
codecs that can be used for low power,
high performance transcoding of video in
mobile phones.
"You take your video with your mobile
and you want to see it on your HOTV
screen at home," said Ian Walsh, CEO of
MnD in Paris. "If you connect to an
HDTV and try to show QVGA video, it's
very poor."
MnD has also developed the encoding
and decoding algorithms to go with the
array through a development system for
both hardware and software, and is

focusing on low power applications,
tuning the number of processors to the
power requirements. By using an array of
processors, the power consumption can
be matched to the application by
switching off parts of the array for
encoding with the full array or decoding
with part of it.
The multi-processor technology is
proven, says Walsh, having been used in
telecoms chipsets for DSL lines which
are very price-sensitive.
The company has licensed an ARM
processor core to include alongside the
array so that it can be a standalone chip
rather than a co-processor. The prototype
is running in an FPGA for demonstrations
at the end of this year, with samples
expected in 2007.

Programmable RFID platform
protects perishables
A new start-up from Italy, Montalbano
Technology (MT), has come up with a
mUlti-tag RFID concept, which will help
many industries protect their perishable products and, hence, investments.
Its so-called multiTag family is based
on a modular and programmable
platform which can be configured to
suit different applications and
requirements. The platform consists of
a single-chip IC which includes a
microcontroller (MCU), non-volatile
memory, sensors, an RFID interface
and other interfaces to connect to
optional components, such as a
crystal oscillator for example.
"Our solution is unique for three
reasons: it has extra sensors, extra
memory and extra accuracy [than any
other]. It's a modular product that can
change its features by adding or
removing components. It's programmable and it's configurable," said
Daniel Grosso, general manager at

MT.
The device can monitor the exposure
of perishable goods to heat, light,

humidity and pressure among others.
"The food industry loses some $32bn
per year on perishable goods. Our
products can get close to the product
[rather than just be attached to the
crate] to check for the quality of the
perishable goods and their history of
temperature and humidity changes.
The accuracy is ±1%, lifetime is 6-18
months and temperature ranges
between -20°C and +50 oC."
The chip operations are triggered
and coordinated by the embedded
MCU, which executes pre-loaded
software. It periodically acquires
data from the sensors and
associates a time stamp to each
acquisition so that events can be
placed in time accurately. The stored
data can be transferred via an RF
link at any time during the device's
life-cycle.
In addition to monitoring food,
these devices can be also used to
monitor cut flowers and pot plants,
pharmaceutical and medical supplies,
blood derivatives and others.
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RFID and Wi-Fi are a good match, say companies
Communications companies have started to combine
RFID with the Wi-Fi infrastructure. One such company is
AeroScout from the US.
"Wi-Fi networks have become common so we can
benefit from that infrastructure [to run RFID]," said
Andris Berzins, managing director of AeroScout EMEA.
"AeroScout invented the idea of Wi-Fi RFID tags."
AeroScout's solution uses a Wi-Fi chip with a low
power consumption battery. There's a location "engine",
which calculates the distance to the tag from the Wi-Fi
access point using the triangulation method. According
to Berzins, the lifetime of an RFID tag battery is four
years. The resolution is 5-10m indoors and outdoors.

8 • ELECTRONICS WORLD . DECEMBER 2006

"With this technology we can address a whole set of
new needs: tracking work-in-progress in a manufacturing facility, real-time location, presence of an RFID
tag within the vicinity and others," said Berzins.
Among the industries already using the combination
of RFID and Wi-Fi are the semiconductor industry for
work-in-progress applications, the mining industry for
tracking people, the aerospace industry for tracking
parts in and around the plane assembly site and
automotive dealerships who can track cars on large
forecourts.
Currently, AeroScout's tags work only with Cisco's
802.11 WLAN infrastructure.
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Too Many
Variab es.
one
outcome
w anted

Mike Lloyd , Managing Director of ML
Electronics based in the UK, goes over
the basic requirements that any
electronics designer would face when
developing new med ical devices

T

he UK medical devices market is among
four of the biggest EU markets and is
growing at a phenomenal rate - around 7%,
with a 2005 market estimated to be worth
£2.49bn. As such , there is a very good case for
businesses to enter this market in search of
high margins and high growth.
There is, however, a flipside. Products must be
fit for some of the toughest regulatory approval
processes there are. Add to this the NHS which
is constantly looking to save money and you get
a conflict with the norm that medical device R&D
projects are extremely lengthy and costly,
involving many parties. The result is an

"

Ten to twentv vears mav be completelv
realistic in the conservative medical world
for the life of a product. However, if vou
choose cutting edge components for vour
product, will thev still be available then:» "
interesting design challenge for the team
charged with developing a new medical device
and it can be a very daunting task when one
looks at the design infrastructure that is required
to enter this market.
In the case of medical electronics, software
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can be an interesting minefield for the developer.
With risk assessment being one of the major
goals for a medical product and a simple ride
through the approval process being very useful ,
the approach (and what functions are carried out
by each) to hardware design and software can
have probably the biggest impact on the
simplicity of the design. The category of risk for
a device can generally be increased or decreased
by a wise choice of hardware interlock, measurements, alarm detection etc. Interwoven into all of
this is the need to meet the regulatory approval,
mostly ISO 60601 and, also, the needs of UL
and FDA for the US markets.
As manufacturing is becoming too expensive to
carry out in the UK , developers are looking to
other locations to cater for their production and
assembly requirements. Decisions like these
carry design implications, in terms of where the
device will be made and what manufacturing
techniques will be used.
Obsolescence is a major challenge for medical
devices . Ten to 20 years may be completely
realistic in the conservative medical world for the
life of a product. However, if you choose cutting
edge components for your product, will they still
be available then? Probably not.
In the med ical world, there are many issues
with placement of components, restraining wiring
and isolation , to ensure patient safety. These are
however the specifics, the detail of the challenge
for the developer of an electronic med ical device.

L'NS'G HT
In reality, it is not these that will cause the
headache for a designer, its catering for the
multitude of product features the suitability for
regulatory approvals and the simplicity of user
interface.
With space at a premium in the operating
theatre and A&E, medical customers are
demanding smaller devices , which are either
portable or small and easily stored. These
mechanical specifications have a knock on effect
on the electronics required to make them
function.
There is also the calling from end users for
more simple interfaces. For example , in the
operating theatre most surgeons don't even want
an on/off switch on the equipment, just in case
it is pressed by mistake at a crucial moment. If
you contrast this with the engineer, who by
nature is generally a perfectionist and wants to
extract every last ounce of performance out of
the equipment, you end up with the very
traditionally styled equipment complete with
knobs and dials. The result is a nightmare
waiting to happen. In the increasingly litigious
world we inhabit, this is a concern for the
company developing the medical equipment and
the medical professional using it.
Unfortunately, this outcome can quite easily
occur when you take into consideration all the

different parties that are involved in the
development of a new medical device. Marketing
has its role to play in increasing the challenge.
Developers are tasked with creating designs that
cater for marketing expectations, including every
feature possible as the enthusiastic marketing
department identifies every possib le upgrade
path and competitors feature that needs to be
incorporated into the end product.
As medical device companies place greater
demand on their development teams, devices will
not become any less complex. This is partly
because of the number of people involved in
developing a medical product and partly because
of the increased medical possibilities that
technology can provide. It is unlikely that the
numbers of parties involved with the
development of medical devices will decrease.
This is being demonstrated with the increasing
trend for collaboration within the medical
industry. Whilst this can prove a management
challenge, it can also be a positive, bringing with
it the opportunity to learn from partners, to
cross-pollinate ideas and give rise to the option
for deploying the right people to undertake the
tasks they possess the expert skills in, when
they are needed. The key is open and clear
communication and working with a partner that
you can trust.
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By utilising our AP thermistor, the new sensor is both economically priced and
interchangeable to better than ±0.5K over the range 0°C-70°C. The operating
temperature is from -60°C to +150°C with a range of nine R25 values from 2k to
200kohms to suit your application needs.
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The standard version has rigid leads (2.54mm pitch) to mount directly onto your
p.c.b., but it is also available with flexible leads and p.c.b. connectors if preferred.
Call today to see how our ring sensor can protect and control your application.
ATC Semitec Ltd
Unit 14 Cosgrove Business Park
Daisy Bank Lane, Anderton,
NORTHWICH, Cheshire, CW9 6M
Tel: 0870 901 0777 Fax: 0870 901 0888
E-mail: sales@atcsemitec.co.uk

Web: www.atcsemitec.co.uk
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Seeing through

CMOS

BvJohnWalko

C

MOS image sensors
(CIS) are currently one
of the biggest growth
markets in the electronic components sector, driven by huge
demand from makers of
increasingly feature-rich mobile
handsets. Research firm Gartner
Dataquest recently estimated the
global CIS market would increase
from $3.2bn in 2005 and surge to
$5.6bn by 2008.
Almost on a monthly basis,
suppliers of CISs are racing to
bring to market new products said
to boost picture quality in both
entry-level handsets and more
specialised models. The market is,
thus, seeing a major shift as the
devices move from the relatively
dark ages of VGA quality into the
megapixel era.
Yet despite these advances, we
do have a different kind of "image"
problem. Camera phones, while
undeniably handy, are not
considered even by the most
casual photographer as a real
alternative to the stand-alone
digital still camera (DSC) for
capturing that really important
moment. There is a long list of 'to do' for both the
image sensor makers and the phone designers
before this is likely to change.
The main issue is a high resolution image sensor
does not of itself guarantee a better picture from a
mobile device. A well thought-through system level
design is needed to ensure usability and picture
quality, and to compensate for lens systems that
can be mediocre.
The problem for handset designers is simple
enough. The extreme space, power and cost
constraints of the handset environment have kept
the image quality of handset image sensors well
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below that of their DSC counterparts. Those same
constraints have limited the code space and
processing power that a handset designer can
devote to post-capture image processing, the stage
where most of the perceived image quality is
created.
Yet, the problem is not simply a matter of
resolution. Resolution of handset sensors has
already passed the l-Megapixel level and is rapidly
headed towards the 3-Megapixel capability. There
are also design issues in areas that are more
difficult to resolve: light sensitivity, systematic and
random noise, and colour correction. Small size

and low energy consumption exacerbate those
problems. Incorporating automatic flash illumination
into the handset can help, but that has implications
for computing power, battery drain and enclosure
design.
Luckily, we have some of the most innovative
semiconductor companies involved in developing
and making image sensors, all vying to solve the
image quality problem. The problem for the handset
makers, perhaps, is that there are too many. A
recent survey suggested there are about 30 CMOS
image sensor suppliers, which clearly makes for an
overcrowded market. Consolidation is already rife
and the shakeout is expected to accelerate despite
the exploding growth, according to analysts. Players
include the likes of Avago (the relatively recent
semiconductor spinout from Agilent), Micron
Technology, Sony, Toshiba, OmniVision, Kodak,
Canon, Cypress, MagnaChip, Samsung, Sony,
STMicroelectronics, Toshiba and a few start-ups in
the wings claiming technology advances.
For example, though details are limited, Israeli
start-up Advasense, which counts Blue Run
Ventures (formerly Nokia Venture Partners) as one
of its investors, is readying a CMOS image sensor
it suggests will have ten times better image
quality than currently available devices. Given the
stiff competition in the marketplace, coupled by
falling average selling prices (ASPs) for CIS
products, not all vendors will succeed - or survive
- wrote in a recent note Doug Freedman, an
analyst with American Technology Research.
"Ultimately, when the market settles, I think that
there will be three major players and about six
niche players," he added.
Robert Gove, vice president of the Imaging Group
at Micron Technology agreed. "There is a lot more
consolidation to come. Increasingly, you need deep
pockets in the business," he told Electronics World.
And while Micron has a healthy share of the CIS
business, put by some analysts at nearly 28% of
the global market, "we intend to playa part in the
ongoing consolidation," Gove added.
He stressed the traditional charge couple devices
(CCDs) are running out of steam against CMOS,
and all recent statistics bear out this assertion.
CMOS image sensors, which have always had to
battle CCDs at the high-end , in terms of resolution
and image quality, have a distinct advantage in
these applications. The imagers can be run off on
existing CMOS production lines at low cost, and
they can integrate a wide variety of image
processing, compression and other logic circuits to
streamline designs for small size.
Gove adds that, while mobile phones are now the
fastest growing market, there are many other
applications for CISs, for instance security

cameras, PC cameras, and automotive and medical
applications. "We're just at the beginning stages of
the CIS market," he said. "I can see them
everywhere."
Traditionally a memory maker, and still a big
player in that sector (notably with flash devices),
Micron has already played its part in the fall-out,
entering the area in 2002 through the acquisition of
Photobit, a developer of CMOS imaging chips for
professional cameras. Meanwhile, National
Semiconductor last year sold its imaging chip
business to Eastman Kodak, while at the same
time South Korea's MagnaChip Semiconductor
bought IC Media, a developer of CMOS image
sensors. In addition, one of the fastest growing
suppliers, OmniVision, is being helped by its
acquisition last year of CDM Optics, which brought
with it patented optical encoding technology,
dubbed Wavefront coding, targeted at adding instant
focus capabilities. The technology is said to use
specialised optics and algorithms to transform the
essential task of focusing a lens from an optomechanical process to one of optical encoding and
signal processing. It eliminates motors and

" There is a lot more consolidation to come.
When the market settles, there will be three
major plavers and about six niche plavers.
Robert Gove, VP, Micron Technologv "
actuators that are used in "instant focusing"
features in today's high-end and expensive mobile
camera phones. It also reduces the size and
complexity in a camera module, according to the
company. OmniVision is readying a 3-Megapixel
CMOS image sensor that will incorporate the
"instant focus " capabilities for camera phones in
full resolution at 15 frames per second.
Samsung Electronics and Japan's Sony
Corporation are relative newcomers in the market
but, given their respective and dominant positions
in consumer electronics, both could have an
inherent advantage in the CIS arena; they already
have internal customer bases for the devices. And
judging by some recent papers given at international conferences, they are pushing the envelope
in terms of functionality. For instance, at this year's
International Solid-State Circuits Conference
(ISSCC) in San Francisco, Samsung and Sony
pushed the limits of the technology by separately
describing CMOS image sensors with resolutions of
7.2 and 6.4 Megapixels, respectively.
Of course, resolution is not the only parameter
involved to achieve the kind of functionalities
needed in mobile phones. Pixel design continues to
DECEMBER
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Die of CMOS image sensors

Tan image output from Micron Technology's first l.4-micron
pixel sensor

be tweaked to improve sensitivity. Cypress
Semiconductor has recently rolled a three-transistorper-pixel architecture that provides low-light
sensitivity without increasing the pixel transistor
count or sacrificing image quality. And Kodak's
Pixelux technology combines pinned photodiodes,
four-transistor pixels and a shared-pixel architecture
to achieve high sensitivity under low-light conditions.
Another" size " issue for image sensor producers
is the number of pixels that can be packed onto the
chip. The trend is clearly towards more mega pixels.
But since size and cost constraints prevent the die
size from growing along with the number of pixels,
the solution is to shrink the pixel. The generation of
image sensors currently in production contains
aggressively scaled pixel sizes.
With size as the only variable, smaller pixels are
less sensitive for low-light conditions and are also
noisier. The result is that even the best-designed
and best-manufactured image sensor will produce
poor quality images, unless the image processing
can compensate .
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To allow for pixel size scaling, today's CMOS
processing for image sensors is becoming more
specialised. One way to specialise is to create the
micro lens that focuses more light onto the smaller
photodiodes. At the front end of the manufacturing
process, vendors can also create more sensitive
photodiodes with lower inherent noise . The channel
surface of a MOSFET is noisy and a poor choice for
converting light into electrical charge. Therefore,
most modern image sensor vendors implant
dopants into the surface of the silicon. This
"pinning layer" pushes the light absorption region
deeper into the silicon and away from the noisy
surface. This type of "pinned photodiode" works
extremely well, but adds extra processing costs .
Last year Micron demonstrated the industry's first
1.7-micron pixel image sensor. The company
believes shrinking pixel size enables camera
phones to offer DSC-like photo quality, camcorder
functions and high-definition capabil ities . And
Micron is planning to improve the sensitivity in next
generation sensors by moving to l.4-micron pixel
sizes, said Gove.
The basic features needed for camera phones
include quality images, demosaicing (translating the
Bayer colour filter bit-stream into a real image),
noise compensation, auto white balance, auto
exposure, small file size and low power.
The standard for reducing file size and memory
requirements is JPEG compression. This algorithm
appears on some image sensor ICs but is most
often handled by a companion chip known as the
image signal processor (ISP). Before the advent of
the CIS, all of the image processing took place on
a devoted processing IC.
While that approach is still true today for both
CCD and CIS, things are beginning to change. The
shift means solid-state imaging has been dropped
into the system-on-chip vs system-in-package
battleground.
Developers that want to put digital processing
on to the image processor focus on the most
obvious issue: overall camera footprint. Avago, a
leader in the integration of digital processing in
the sensor die, is perhaps the only supplier with a
CIS device that includes on-chip JPEG encoding
and autofocus control. Naturally, it advocates the
use of a single system-on-chip device in the
camera module.
But there is no consensus within the industry
over the partitioning of the image sensor and the
ISP block. Some advocate the separation of the
two so that the baseband processors provide that
functionality. Others argue tight coupling between
the two leads to faster time-to-market for handset
makers.

L~T_H_E_TR_O_U_B_L_E_W_IT_H_R_F_...___
GET THE
BEST OUT
OF THE ISM band
radio module

s

by Myk Dormer

"

"

o your product needs a radio link?
You've waded through the data
sheets, decoded bewildering
specifications, got quotes and, finally,
unwrapped the first samples in their
gleaming, tiny glory.
Job done? Not quite!
Commercially available radio modules
are designed to be easy to use, isolating
the customer from the difficulties of
designing complex RF circuitry. However,
there is still a certain amount of care to
be taken if the full performance and
reliability of what can be a very expensive
"component" is to be realised.
Receivers handle sub-microvolt signal
levels. Some transmitters output over half
a Watt of RF energy. Treat them wrong and
range falls, link reliability degrades and the
transmitter can emit unexpected spurii
(breaking statutory regulations).
So what needs to be kept in mind?
1. Mount your module with good RF
practice in mind .
Use a groundplane. Mount the module
directly on it. If possible, solder the screen
can to it, for a good, low impedance, earth.
Do not use tall sockets. The added
inductance can degrade performance.
Keep PCB tracking to the module short
and direct, and provide filtering where
possible (series chokes or 'stopper'
resistors at least) to minimise pick-up.
Take special care of the aerial tracking as short as possible and as good an
approximation to a 50Q stripline as you
can achieve (2.5mm thick tracking on
1.6mm epoxy board is a good start).
Seriously consider using a coaxial cable.
2. Beware of interference, coupling and
pick-up. Keep the module - and its aerial away from interference generating circuitry
(high-speed logic, switch mode power
supplies or other radio sub-systems).
External interference can degrade the
selectivity of a receiver (its ability to reject
unwanted signals) even if the apparent
sensitivity is unaffected. This shows up as
good 'under test' performance on the lab
bench, but unexplained poor performance
in the field. Physical separation is often
the best form of ·screening'.
DECEMBER

Provide a clean power supply. DC-DC
converter ripple is a particular problem,
while battery voltage 'droop' under load
can cause unpredictable behaviour.
Wideband noise from older low drop-out
regulators (especially the LP2931 series)
has caused problems. It is unwise to
share a common power rail with noisy
digital circuitry.
3. Design your system to minimise its
interference 'footprint'. Choices made
early in a product's lifetime can make it
much more 'radio friendly'. Noisy
techniques can be avoided and sufficient
suppression of unavoidable EMI designed
in from the start. (This will also help at
your product's EMC/CE approval stage).
Layout all your circuit boards as if they
are radios: keep fast data and clock
tracks short, decouple for high and low
frequencies and always use a groundplane. Choose the lowest clock rates that
your system design can tolerate. Make
sure that none of the clock frequencies
(or harmonics) fall on or near your radio's
operating frequency.
Minimise the bit rate of external communication signals and, where possible, use
balanced, low voltage standards like LVDS
in preference to 'raw' logic waveforms.
Use linear regulators if you can. If a
switch mode must be used, a constant
frequency type is best (compared to
constant on-time, variable frequency
designs). If more than one switch-mode is
present, synchronise them all to run at
the same frequency. Keep the external
fields of power inductors and
transformers to a minimum. Choose
toroidal core units or screened parts.
Avoid inherently noisy components.
Stepper or brushless motors are better
than commutator types; LED or
incandescent lamps are better than
fluorescents; and semiconductor power
switches are less noisy than mechanical
contact relays.
4. Read the small print. All modules are
designed to be easy to use, but they all
have interface details that can trap the
unwary user.
'Raw data' radios connect your data-
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THE TROUBLE WITH RF...
stream directly to the radio channel,
which is prone to inter-ference and
noise, and which is rarely DC
coupled. This requires your
datastream to be coded in a way
which balances the overall mark
space ratio and allows a decoder to
identify a valid data burst. Typically,
the user's data must be formatted
into packets, including address and
framing (identi"fler) sequences, and
the whole stream then biphase (or
similar) coded.
In addition, the radio will impose
timing restrictions. The transmitter
requires a specific amount of time to
switch on (or off), while the receiver
also requires time to settle. These
timings can vary from less than lmS
to over 50mS, depending on the
design. A 'preamble' sequence will
need to be added to the packet.
'Data links' or 'radio modems'
take care of the coding and framing
functions, and frequently offer some
data error handling too. In these
cases the module is simply
connected to a UART and treated
like a serial cable, but the user must
be alert to any control or set-up
commands needed by the modem
and by possible handshaking
restrictions (often 'buffers full' or
'link busy' signals require a pause in
the datastream, while simple radio
modems never offer true duplex
working). Additionally, some modules
will require further interface signals
to be handled, ranging from simple
channel select inputs to quite
complex SPI bus operations. Read
the maker's data sheet very
carefully.
5. Remember to consider the
non-electrical environment.
Radio systems rarely operate
properly outside their specified
temperature range. Thermal
extremes upset their accurate
frequency references.
Some radios (synthesised multichannel units) suffer from microphony and are not suitable for use
in high-vibration environments.
RF Circuitry is not tolerant of
contamination. Condensation will
often disable a module and, if
potted during assembly, the
encapsulating compound must be
excluded from the module housing.
6. Pay attention to your aerial. A
radio system depends on the aerial
to function, yet too little care is often
taken in its specification or design.
Some modules have built-in
aerials. These are easy to use, but
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are typically quite short-ranged.
They also require the module to be
mounted away from conducting
objects (and not inside a metal
housing).
Most manufacturers give simple
aerial designs in their data sheets,
but with the exception of the quarter
wavelength whip (a straight piece of
wire of specific length: about 16cm
for the 433MHz band) they require
specialist knowledge and test
equipment to optimise them.
The final option is a commercially
manufactured aerial. There are a
very wide range of these available
and your module manufacturer will
be able to recommend suitable
parts. This is the most expensive
option, but it offers some advantages: it is electrically predictable
and requires no adjustment; it is
robust and can be mounted
externally to the product casing and
aerials can be obtained with
connector mounting (SMA, BNC, N
and similar), allowing easier testing
or replacement.
Link performance is maximised if
the aerial is:
a) Mounted free from interfering
objects;
b) Located as high up as possible
(to get the best radio 'horizon'
distance);
c) Connected to the module by
the shortest length of the best cable
that the application will allow. (In
some cases, the module is best
mounted with the aerial at some
distance from the rest of the system
with interface and power wires
instead of an RF cable).
7. And lastly: TEST EVERYTHING.
Do not assume that "everything
will be OK". The only real proof of
design is to use it successfully in its
final intended environment. Conduct
range trials; use the prototypes in
the field; ensure the radio link
reliability is good. Time spent here
buys product reliability and customer
respect later.
If the performance of the radio in
your completed system isn't what
you were anticipating, do not give
up. Contact your module supplier's
technical support department and
get them involved. The support
engineers have probably seen 'your'
problem before.
Good Luck!

"

Myk Dormer is Senior RF Design

Engineer at Radiometrix Ltd
www.radiometrix.com
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SERIAL COMM UNIC ATIONS SPEC IALI STS
Test and Measurement Solutions

featured products
CAI~-USB

**

NEW LOW PRICE

**

USB - CAN Bus adapter

£81.50

USB-COM-PL
£12.50

USB-2COM-M

£36.00

2 Port Ind u strial USB RS232 Serial
with w all mount bracket and 5V
DC a u x il iary output

Qualit y USB to RS23 2 converter
cable with detachable 1 0c m
ext ender cable . FTDI Ch ipset
and
Drivers
for
superior
compatibility a nd O.S. support.

ES-W-3001-M
£125.00

Single Port h igh perfo r man ce
I n d u strial
Wire les s
Eth e rnet
RS232 / RS4 2 2 / RS4 8 5 Serial
Server w ith PSU and wall mount

uPCI-400HS
4 Po rt UPCI RS2 3 2 Serial Card
Spide r Ca ble or COMBOX 10
( extra)

DAB

A New Approach to
DEMODUI..ATION
Archie Pettigrew and colleagues here show that current understanding of
multi-path reception conditions is wrong, proving it through thousands of
hours of extensive testing. Something can be done, however, to improve
multi-path radio reception
ome ten years ago or so, I published an article
in this magazine describing the advent of the
Amplitude Locked Loop (ALL) and its use in the
improvement of demodulation of both AM and FM
transmission.
Much development work has taken place in the
intervening years both from a circuit development
viewpoint but, more importantly, from a better
understanding of the nature of radio transmission, with
special attention to the science of mUlti-path reception.
The current understanding of multi-path reception
conditions is wrong and has been shown to be wrong
during thousands of hours and over extensive roadtesting.
The standard analysis of multi-path conditions
assumes that a large number of radio waves arrive at
the antenna with different delay times due to path
length variations. Their amplitudes are also quite
different, with the signal becoming weaker as the path
length increases. This situation was first analysed by
Lord Rayleigh in the 19th century to describe a large
group of violinists all playing slightly out of tune. This
work resulted in the type of statistical distribution now
referred to as the Rayleigh distribution that is well
documented already.
The fundamental flaw in the Rayleigh distribution is
that it does not consider that the individual carriers
making up the ensemble of echoes are themselves an
ensemble of carriers and sidebands. Further, it is in the
sideband pairs that the desired information is located
when the carrier is being demodulated.

S

Back To Basics
To avoid the normal academic path of stating the
mathematics in the most general of forms, we will look
at the simplest specific case first and will build out from
there to obtain the overall picture without mathematical
overload.
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We analyse a single FM modulated incident carrier
added to a reflected carrier delayed by a time 't
seconds.
Using the standard nomenclature let the incident
voltage at the antenna be :

and the reflected voltage striking the antenna be :

These two voltages are added together to obtain the
composite:
Vine (t)

+ V rej (t)

=

COS(We t + f3 sin wmt) + m cos(we(t -T) + f3 sin wm(t -r))
To maintain simplicity, we set the delay to be the time
equivalent to Jt radians of the carrier frequency and the
value of m to be unity, the loss-free reflection case.
After some basic trigonometry, the value of the
composite waveform can then be shown as:

So, we come to the startling - if not astonishing - obser:rc
vation that the received signal in the antenna is the
original FM waveform severely attenuated by the scalar we .
and, even more importantly, multiplied by the pure
differentiation of the modulating function:

By inspection, this function may be described simply

DAB

Figure 1: The top
waveform shows the
IF carrier at 10. 7MHz
during a SCAM
event. The envelope
is smooth in reality;
the noise is caused
by sampling in the
scope. The lower
waveform shows the
raw PLL output with
as double sideband Suppressed
a
sharp pulse at
Carrier Amplitude Modulation on
every zero crossing
Frequency Modulation (SCAMof the modulation.
FM). The carrier at the centre of
The signal is 1kHz
the modulation has been
and
the bandwidth is
completely filtered out by an
2 MHz
'infinite notch' circuit in free
space. The envelope of the
carrier is now equivalent to a
full wave rectified version of the
modulation and the phase of the
Figure 2: The top
carrier reverses every time the
waveform is the PLL
modulation changes from positive
output again and
to negative and vice versa.
the lower trace is
This has a devastating effect
the Corrective Time
on any demodulator, whether it is
Function (CTF). The
of the PLL type or the quadrature
CTF is the
detector type. This is the true
mathematical
source of the harsh grating
reciprocal of the PLL
distortion that is heard at
spike. When the two
specific points in space when
are multiplied the
travelling in a moving vehicle. It
result is unity
is not due to the receiver going
into threshold operation as has
been supposed in the past.
The signal can only be recovered by applying a
new level of technological understanding.
There are a number of further implications. This is
the solution for a delay time of Jt radians only. There
are continued repetitions of this
distortion process at every (2n-1)
Figure 3: The top
Jt radians interval up to, say, 500
waveform is the PLL
wavelengths when the distortion
output and the
starts to become an indepenlower trace is the
dent beat frequency. The
product of the PLL
distortion event is not a point in
Signal and the CTF
space since there is a transition
signal. The
into the SCAM zone and a
distortion has been
transition out of the SCAM zone.
removed
The SCAM zone is shortest when
the delay is shortest and
increases with delay distance. The attenuation is
also most severe at the shortest delay distance (Jt
radians) but decreases as the delay distance
increases. At a certain delay value equal to ooJoom±Jt
radians, the composite waveform actually doubles up
then attenuates again in a comb filter trend at
2ooJoom±Jt radians; that is 999Jt or 1001Jt if the
carrier frequency is 500 times greater than the

,......
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Figure 4: System block diagram. The top two blocks are shown in
detail in Figure 5. The lower five blocks comprise the circuitry
required to generate the reciprocal of the PLL pulse. This is called
the Corrective Time Function (CTF)

modulation frequency. This phenomenon repeats
indefinitely for increasing delay.
When the SCAM waveform is presented to the
demodulator, independent of its type, there will be a
spike generated at every zero crossing of the
modulating signal, if you are in the centre of the SCAM
zone. This spike is the differentiation of the 1800 phase
shift and is very large compared with the modulation
signal. This has a severe distorting effect on the signal
quality and cannot be tolerated for any significant period
of time (see Figure 2).
When the SCAIVI zone is offset, the spikes move
towards each other until they coalesce at the positive or
negative peak of the modulating signal. They finally
disappear and the demodulation returns to a distortionfree satisfactory signal. The length of this SCAM zone
can vary from 3mm at 100M Hz carrier with Jt radians
delay to 1.5m at the worst-case longest delay.

SCAM Zones With A Number Of Echoes
If there is one strong line of sight signal, then there is
low to no probability that a second reflection will meet
the criteria of exactly 1800 phase shift and be loss-free.
So, there will be perfect reception. If steel framed
building has blocked the line of sight, then the reception
will rely on a reflection. The strength of the signal will
be much weaker but reception will be adequate so long
20·
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as the receiver does not go into threshold operation.
However, what happens in practice is that there can
easily be a second reflection created by the same
process as the first one and these can be nearly
identical in size. If the delay is near (2n-1) Jt radians,
then a SCAM event will occur and the demodulated
signal will become heavily distorted. The two echoes
almost annihilate each other and leave only the
sideband pairs available for demodulation.
The interesting condition now arises that should there
be a third reflection, it will not be attenuated and will
therefore capture the receiver and adequate reception
will be restored. To avoid SCAM reception with three
echoes the sum of the three carriers must equate to
unity, the size of the line-of site carrier, and they must
be (2n-1) Jt radian in phase with each other. This
probability rapidly becomes vanishingly small when even
more reflections are considered.
We arrive at the astonishing conclusion that the more
reflections you experience, the lower the probability that
you will enter a SCAM zone and the better will be your
overall reception. You want the third reflection to save
the day!
Since the SCAM zones can be as long as the carrier
wavelength under certain delay distances, the argument
used in DAB radio that not all the carriers would vanish
at once and that digital correction can recover the signal
now looks very unlikely. All the carriers will vanish
simultaneously and DAB will fail miserably. This is the
cause of the well-established unreliability of DAB
receivers when positioned in certain places. You are not
trying to deal with white noise effects and very short

Multiplth Demodulator
8::; ~~-I
~

10.7MHz

IF Filter

Figure 5: The demodulation of the FM signal by using

an ALL and PLL combined to eliminate the noise effects

failure duration. You are dealing with complete carrier
failure over substantial SCAM distances. This may well
lead to the abandonment of DAB as a technology. It has
already been abandoned in Finland and Sweden.

Amplitude Modulation
Using k to denote the depth of modulation instead of
m, since we are using m as the reflection coefficient,
amplitude modulation is defined as:

Vine(t)

=

(1 + k cos wmt) cos wet

Vre/ (t)

=

m(l + kcoswm(t -r))COSWe(t -r)

Applying the same argument used earlier, we equate m
to unity (loss-free reflection) and the delay L to be Jt
radians at the carrier frequency:

Vine (t) + Vre/ (t)

=

(1 + k sin wmt) cos wJ + (1 + k sinwm(t -r» cos we(t -r)

For 100% modulation or k equals unity gives:

Once again, the 'great notch filter in the sky' has
removed the carrier and we are left with suppressed
carrier amplitude modulation or SCAM-AM with the
same attenuation factor as in FM. If we are using a
standard diode circuit for the demodulation process,
then severe distortion will result since the envelope
becomes the full wave rectified version of the
original modulation.
To demodulate AM carriers in the presence of
SCAM multi-path, you need to use a DSSC AM
demodulator without requiring a pilot tone. When I
published the technique for doing just this, ten years
ago, I was told that there was no requirement for it
since no one ever uses DSSC AM transmission.

Digital Modulation
The simplest and most basic form of digital

of a hard limiter

modulation is Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK),
which is amplitude modulation with two orthogonal
carriers. Without proving the case mathematically, it
can be shown that when the conditions for SCAM
are met, the carriers will be filtered out leaving only
the sidebands and will suffer severe attenuation.
There will be no energy present at the carrier to
keep the locking circuits on track and the system
will fail due to loss of lock.

The Demodulation Challenge
Returning once again to multi-path distortion in
FM, which is now known to be caused mainly by two
echoes only, the challenge is to demodulate the
signal with minimum distortion during a SCAM event.
The current approach to this problem is to use
diversity reception. This uses two or more antennas
to try to avoid the SCAM zones by switching over to
another antenna once a SCAM zone has been
detected. Apart from the substantial cost of the
antennas, there is the cost of extra tuners and the
switch over circuitry. The way they work is to try to
jump to another antenna in the hope that it will not
be in a SCAM zone also. Unfortunately, a SCAM zone
can be as long as one half wavelength and where it
is, diversity fails and you are no better off. A more
elegant solution is to design a circuit that will
continue to operate during the entry, through the
SCAM zone and out of the exit. Also, the carrier can
be quite strong during a SCAM event and is,
therefore, an unreliable measurement for controlling
the switchover point.

Demodulation Of FM During SCAM Events
At the core of all FM demodulation is the limiter,
first implemented by Edwin Armstrong in his original
demodulator to remove amplitude variations 'from
the incoming carrier and present only frequency
variations for signal extraction. This was a perfectly
reasonable approach , since the quality of FM
demodulation was much worse without a limiter.
There was the unfortunate side-effect that the
signal-to-noise deteriorated rapidly when the carrier
DECE M BER 2006 •
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A New Approach to DEMODULATION
became weak, but this had to be accepted.
No alternative to the limiter could be suggested
until the invention of the ALL in the early 1990s by
the author. The ALL may be described simply as a
high bandwidth servo loop using a linear multiplier
with a pure integrator in the feedback path as the
gain-varying element.
The ALL has a number of interesting properties
that are not obvious at first inspection. They can be
summarised as follows:
1. When the carrier vanishes, the loop falls out of
lock and ALL output also drops to zero. The white
noise is not highly amplified as happens with the
limiter.
2. The circuit acts as an extremely high Q filter for
the sideband pairs of an AM carrier. The pure
carrier can be recovered without any resonant
filter components.
3. When combined with a linear PLL phase detector,
the jitter on the PLL spikes can be eliminated,
since there is no arc sin law caused by the
limiter.
When these three properties are combined in an
appropriate manner, the spikes that appear in a
typical demodulator output can be correlated with
the envelope values of the carrier and information
therein can be used to assist in improving the
demodulated signal. This approach has never been
feasible before.
The circuit diagram shown in Figure 5 is of an ALL
operating in concert with a PLL to demodulate an
FM signal, without the use of a hard limiter. There is
no extra excessive phase jitter in the PLL output
and the correlation with the carrier envelope is unity
under most conditions. This means that all the
valuable information contained in the envelope can
be used to assist the demodulation of the final
product. The bandwidths of the ALL and the PLL are
made as high as possible, being 10MHz and 2MHz,
respectively. This generates the narrowest value of
spikes.
In the demodulation of an FM carrier during a
SCAM event, a very large spike occurs at every zero
crossing of the modulating signal, especially when
the delay distance is small. This is the delay
distance shorter than 1km (at 100M Hz), where the
difference frequency is still zero. The carrier has
been transmitted through a delay line and the echo
added to the original. This is shown in Figure 1. The
PLL output is shown in the lower figure, with a spike
at every zero crossing.
To eliminate this spike, it is necessary to multiply
the spike by its 'reciprocal' value. If the demodu22 •
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lator spike has values between, for example one
half and twenty units, the reciprocal spike must
have values between two units and one-twentieth
unit of amplitude. The product then becomes unity
times the wanted signal.
If there is no jitter between the phase of the
demodulator spike and the Corrective Time Function
(CTF), then the two waveforms can be multiplied
together to obtain distortion-free demodulation. The
two component waveforms are shown in Figure 2. In
Figure 3, the corrective time function multiplies into
the PLL output and the spike is quenched or
eliminated. Figure 4 shows a system block diagram
of the new demodulator. A detailed circuit diagram
of ALL and the PLL working in concert with each
other is shown in Figure 5.
Using the technology just described, mUlti-path
distortion has been eliminated or greatly reduced in
test sites, ranging from built-up city environments
(short distance SCAM) to long distance
mountainous terrain SCAM, during thousands of
hours of testing and the recording of results. Plans
are now in the process of converting the new
demodulation to an ASIC that will become available
under appropriate licence agreements. The
technology can be applied to all communication
links that are prone to mUlti-path distortion
conditions, such as car radios, radio microphones,
RFID and all mobile FM communications, including
mobile phones (see Figure 4 and 5).

The Right Solution
It has been discovered that the Rayleigh
distribution is not valid for describing multiple
echoes in FM (or AM) demodulation. Using some
fairly elementary mathematics, starting from the
basic delay equation addition of two carriers, there
is a phenomenon whereby the carrier is removed
from the composite addition and the signal cannot
be demodulated. This is called the SCAM-FM zone
and has a length from 3mm to 1.5m at, say,
100MHz carrier frequency.
Attempts to solve the problem using diversity
receivers can only ever be partially successful,
since there is a very common condition where the
carrier can be quite strong and yet be still in a
SCAM zone. The better solution is to understand the
problem and build appropriate high-speed analogue
circuitry that reacts instantaneously to the presence
of multi-path conditions. Since there is no processing delay, the listener is unaware that SCAM multipath is happening and reception is perfectly
satisfactory.

Easy-PC version 10 sets another milestone
Winning accolades the world over, Easy-PC for Windows V I0
is another major milestone in the evolution of this extremely
popular software tool. Try a demonstration copy of Easy-PC '
and prepare to be amazed at the power, versatility and
remarkable value for money.
Fully integrated Schematics & PCB layout in a single
application complete with forward and back annotation.
Design and rules checks at all stages ensure integrity at
all times. Professional manufacturing outputs allow you
to finish the design process with ease.
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Version 10 features
• Intelligent Gerber Import option
• Track/Shape 'Hug' Mode Routing
• Text Callouts
• Layer & Via Stack Previews
• Blind & Buried Via Support
• Teardrop Pads
• Draw Spacing Clearances
• Spiral Tracks & Shapes
Plus many more exciting features ..... .

Stop press... Stop press... Stop press... Stop press ...
Easy-PC imports Eagle files as well as Tsien Boardmaker 2 files
call for a brochure, prices & CD on +44 (0) 1684 773662
or e-mail sales@numberone.com
you can also download a demo from

Microsotte
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www.numberone.com

2000.ME,98.
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Oak Lane, Bredon, Tewkesbury, Glos. GL20 7LR. United Kingdom

PLEASE ENSURE YOU TELEPHONE TO CHECK AVAILABILITY OF
EQUIPMENT BEFORE ORDERING OR CALLING.
SPECIAL OFFERS
OSCILLOSCOPES
TEKTRONIX 2247A 4 Channell00MHz
CounterlTimer/ Voltmeter
.... £275
TEKTRONIX 2335 Dual Trace 100MHz Delay Sweep ... £125
TEKTRONIX 485 Dual Trace 350MHz Delay Sweep '" .£300
IWATSU SS5711 4 Channel 100MHz Delay Sweep
.. £150
PHIUPS 3065 2+ I ChanreilOOMHz Dual TMleIay - Auioset £200
PHI UPS 3055 2+ 1 Channel60MHz Dual TIlIDeIay - Auloset £150
PHILIPS PM3217 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay Sweep
£125
KIKUSUI COS6100 5 Trace 100MHz Delay.
. ... £150
TEKTRONIX 475A Dual Trace 250M Hz Delay Sweep ... £175
TEKTRONIX 475 Dual Trace 200M Hz Delay Sweep
£150
TEKTRONIX 465B Dual Trace 100MHz Delay Sweep " .£125
TEKTRONIX 465 Dual Trace 100MHz Delay Sweep
.. .£95
PHILIPS PM3209 Dual Trace 40MHz Delay
..... £125
PHILIPS PM3215 Dual Trace 50MHz
....... . . . .. £75
KENWOOD CS4035 Dual Trace 40MHz
.. £50
PANASONIC VP5564A Dual Trace 40MHz
.... .£50
HITACHI V525 Dual Trace 50MHz Cusors
.£95
HITACHI V523 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay
.. £80
HITACHI V425 Dual Trace 40MHz Cursors .
. .£75
HITACHI V422 Dual Trace 40MHz
..... £60
HITACHI V223 Dual Trace 20MHz Delay
.£60
HITACHI V222 Dual Trace 20MHz
..... £50
HITACHI V212 Dual Trace 20MHz
.. £50
FARNELL DTV12-14 Dual Trace 12MHz
... .£40

STORAGE
PHILIPS PM3320 Dual Trace 200MHz 250MslS
... £300
LECROY 9400 Dual Trace 125MHz
... £325
TEKTRONIX 468 Dual Trace lOOMHz Delay Sweep Digital
Slorage
......... .. .£200
VELLEMAN HPSS IMHz 5MHz Sampling. Handheld Unused £60

ANALYSERS
ADVANTEST R3265A lOOHz-8GHz .
TEKTRONIX 492P SOkHz-2IGHz .
HP8560A 5OHz-2.9GHz Builtin Tracking Gen
HP 8560A SOHz-2.9GHz
HP 8569A 1OMHz-22GHz .
HP 8565A 1OMHz-22GHz
HP 853A w~ 8559A l00kHz-2IGHz
HP 182T with 8559A lOOkHz-21GHz .
HP182T with 8558B lOOkHz-I500MHz

. .£4500
£2250
£3250
£2950
....... £950
.. £750
. .£1100
. . .£750

.. £600

HP 182Tw~h 8557A IOkHz-35OMHz ........ .... £300-£400
HP l40Twith 8555A IOMHz-18GHz
...... £500
ADVANTESTTR413110kHz-3.5GHz ......... . ........ £950
WAYNE KERR SSA1000A lSOkHz-IGHz .
.£950
MARCONI 2382 200Hz-400MHz High Resolu1ion
.... £12SO
MARCONI 2370 3OHz-ll0MHz
.£500
HP 8754A Nelwori( Analyser 4-13OOMHz .
. ..... £500
MARCONI 6500A Amplitude Analyser with head ........ .£750
HP 334A Distortion Analyser 5Hz·600kHz .
. .. £100

SIGNAL GENERATORS
HP 8350B Sweeper with 83592B IOMHz-20GHz
.. £1500
HP 8350A Sweeper with 83592A 10MHz-20GHz
..... £1250
HP 8350B Main Frame Only
.. £125
HP 83525B RF Plug-in lor 8350 0.01-8.4GHz
..... f5OO
HP 83590A RF Plug-in for 8350 2·2OGHz
.. £800
HP 8660C Sig Gen 1.3GHz
..... £450
HP 8660C Sig Gen 2.6GHz .
.£750
HP 86603A RF Plug-in for 8660C 1·26OOMHz
.... £.. .
HP8663IB Axillary Section lor 8660C
....... f .. ..
HP86632B Modulation Section for 8660C
.£ .. .
MARCONI 2017 0.01-124MHz Low Phase Noise ..... ... £500
MARCONI 2019 Synthesised AMlFM 8OkHz-I040MHz .. £325
FLUKE 6060B AMlFM Syn Sig Gen 10kHz-I05OMMHz ... £300
LEADER LSG221 B Sig Gen 25-9SOMHz .
. .... £200
HP 8656B Synthesised 0.1-990MHz .
. .. £500
HP 8656A Synthesised 0.1-990MHz .
. ........ £400
HP 8640A AMlFM 5OOkHz-512MHz .
.£150
HP 8620C Sweep Osc with 86290B 2-18.6GHz
.£500
HP8620C Sweep Osc with 86222B 0.01-2.4GHz
..... £400
HP8620CIBIA with any 01 the follOWing plug-ins
£150-£200
HP 86220A Plug in 10-13OOMHz
HP 86230B Plug in 1.S-4GHz
HP 8623SA Plug in 1.7-4.3GHz
HP 86240A Plug in 2-8.5GHz
HP 86240C Plug in 3-6-8.6GHz
HP 86245A Plug in 5.9-12.4GHz
HP86250B Plug in 8-12.4GHz
HP 862500 Plug in 8-12.4GHz
HP 86260A Plug in 12.4-18GHz
MARCONI TF2015 AMlFM 10-52OMHz
..... £95
MARCONI TF2016 AMlFM IOkHz-120MHz .
. ...... £95
PHILIPS PM5328 100kHz-180MHz with
200M Hz Freq Counter IEEE
... .. £225
PANASONIC VP8117 A AMlFM 100kHz-I 10MHz
FM O-IOOkHz Digital Display etc. Unused
.£225
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HP 8165A Programmabte Signal Source
lMHz-50MHz (Pulse! Function)
... £325
HP 3325A Synthesised Function Gen 21MHz
... £350
HP 3312A Function Gen 0.lHz-13MHz AMlFM
SleeplTriiBurst etc.
. .£200
WAVETEK 21 Stabilised Function Gen 11 MHz
.£225
WAVETEK 23 Synthesised Function Gen t2MHz ...... £275
EXACT 529 AM/FM Fundion Gen 20MHz
.... .£1 SO
ANALOGUE 2030 Synthesised Mulli Fundion Waveform £250
THANDER TG503 Pulse/Function Gen 5MHz
... £t 95
THANDER TG502 Sweep/Function Gen 5MHz
.. £195
KRON-HITE 5200A Sweep Func Gen 0.OOO03Hz-3MHz .£150
HP 3310B Info as 3310A + etc.
. .. £120
HP 3310A Func Gen 0.OO5Hz-5MHz SinelSqTrilRam~ulse .£80
PHIUPS PM5132 Function Gen 0.lHz-2MHz ..............£95
PHIUPS PM5131 Function Gen 0.1 Hz-2MHz
........ £75
FEEDBACK FG601 Func Gen O.OOlHz-l MHz
.. £60
HP 8112A Pulse Gen 50MHz .
"" .£750
HP8111APuIseGenerator20MHz ...
.. £400
LYONS PG73N Pulse Gen 20MHz ...
. .... ....... £50
LEADER LAGl20B SinelSq Audio Generator 10Hz-l MHz ... £60
FARNEU LFM4 SinelSq Osc. tOHz-1MHz l.tw Distortion,
m Output, AmpIitulde Meter
.. .. . ... £60
GOULD J3B SinelSq Osc 10Hz-100kHz l.tw Distortion .. £SO-£75
FARNELL LFI SinelSq Oscillator 1OHz-l MHz .
. ....... £50
MARCONI SANDERS 6055C Signal Source 850-2000MHz .£125
MARCONI SANDERS 6055B SK;jnal Source 850-21 SOMHz .£125
MARCONI SANDERS 6056B Signal Source 2-4GHz ...... £125
MARCONI SANDERS 6057B Signal Source 4.5-8.5GHz ...£125
MARCONI SANDERS 6059A SK;jnal Source 12-18GHz .... £125
MARCONI SANDERS 6070A Signal Source 400-1200MHz .£125
FLUKE 6011A Synthesised 11 MHz .
. . ..£125
PHfUPS 5514V Colour Bar Generator Video
.£195
BLACK STAR ORION Colour Bar Gen .
. . .. ... .£SO
BLACK STAR ORION Later Version Metal Case ...... . ... £75

FREQUENCY COUNTERS/TIMERS
EIP 371 Source Locking Microwave Counter lOHz-18GHz . £325
EIP 331 Aulohet Microwave Counter 825MHz-I8GHz ....... £195
HP 5386A Counter 10Hz-3GHz .
.. .... £350
FEEDBACK SC230 Counter 1.3GHz
. . .. £75
RACAL 9916 Counter 10Hz-520MHz ................... £75
RACAL 9906 Universal Counter 200MHz .
. .£95
RACAL 9904 Counter TImer SOMHz
.......... £SO
RACAL 1991 CounterlTimer 160MHz 9dK;j"
..... £195
MARCONI 2431 A Frequency Meter 200MHz .
. .... £50
MARCONI 2437 CounterlTimer lOOMHz
. £75
HP 5340A Aulomet Microwave Counter lOHz-l8GHz , . . .. .£2SO

HP 5316A Universal CounterO-lOOMHz HPIB . .
..£95
TliANDAR TF810 Frequency Counter SHz-200MHz Battery .. £60
TliANDAR TF200 Frequency Meter lOHz·2OOMHz 8 cigI .... £40
BLACK STAR Meteor 100 Counter 5Hz-l00MHz .
.. .. £50
BLACK STAR 1325 Counter TImer 1300MHz
..... .. .£lSO
BECKMAN UC10A Universal Counter 120MHz .
. .. £60
LEADER LDC9043 Digital Counter l00MHz ........... £125

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS

ETC

SOLARTRON 7150 6'11 digit True RMS IEEE. .
. .. £75
SOLARTRON 71 50PIus As Above + Temp Measurement .. £100
DATRON 1065 5'11 dig" Autocal ACiDC Resistance IEEE. . £95
FLUKE n 311l dig" Handheld. .
. .. . £35
FLUKE 77 Series 2 3'11 digit Handheld.
. .... .... £45
FLUKE 8060A 4'11 digit True RMS Handheld.
. . £75
BECKMAN HOllO 3'11 dig" Handheld in Carry Case ....... £30
1905A 5'11 digil Bench ....... ............ .. ..... £60
SOLARTRON 7045 4'11 digil Bench .
. .. £30
AVO DAl16 3'11 digit with Batteries & Leads.
. ..... £20
AVO 8 Mk6 in Ever Ready Case wilh Leads etc. .
. .. £75
AVO 8 Mk5 with Leads etc
.. £50
RACAL 9301A True RMS RF Millivoltmeter ..
. ... £125
RACAL 9300 True RMS Millivoltmeter 5Hz-20MHz
usable to 60MHz . .
. ... f30
RACAL 9300B as 9300. .
. . ........ £45
GOODWILL GVT427 Dual Chan AC Millivoltmeter 10mV in
t2 ranges 10HZ-I MHz Unused ..
.. ... £75
KENWOOD VT176 Dual Chan Millivoltmeter .
. .... £40

m

POWER SUPPLIES
FARNELL XA35.2T O-35V 0-2A Twice Digital. .
. ..... £95
FARNELL LT3G-2 0-30V 0-2A Twice
.. £110
FARNELL B30120 30V 20A Variable No Meters . .
. £110
FARNELL B3O/10 30V lOA Variable No Meters ........... £55
FARNELL LT3G-I 0-30V O-IA Twice ...
. ... £75
FARNELL L30.2 O·30V 0-2A. .
. ... £55
FARNELL L30.1 Q.30V 0-IA..
. £40
FARNELL E350 0-35OV Q.200mA .
. .... ft25
FARNELL D30·2T 0-30V 0-2A Twice Digital .... .. ..... .. £95
THURLBY PL330 0-32V 0-3A Digital (Kenwood badged) .
£75
THURLBY TS302IS 0-30V 0-2A LCD .
. .. £65
THURLBY PL320 O-30V 0-2A Digital . .
. . £55
TAKASAGO GM03S-3 O-35V 0-3A 2 Meters. . .
. . £45
TAKASAGO TM035-2 0-35V 0-2A 2 Meters .
. .... £35
ISOLATING TRANSFORMER - Yellow - 500VA with
13Amp Socket . . .
. £35

Used Equipment - GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or Telephone for lists.
Please check availability before ordering.
CARRIAGE all units £16 . VAT to be added to Total of Goods and Carriage
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RF SIMPLIFIES IN·CAR WI
Figure 1: EM absorption using cut-to-shape Flexield from

In-car wireless communications is one
of the most exciting and rapidlv
evolving fields in automotive. It does,
however, demand getting to grips with
certain complexities of high frequencv
RF design. As Dr Andreas Riemann of
10K Electronics's European RF design
centre in Dublin explains

A

nything that successfully differentiates one
manufacturer's car model or after-market product from
another can significantly help sales in the fiercely
competitive automotive industry. This is why automotive is
one of the earliest and most passionate adopters of new
technology.
One area that is transforming the modern driving
experience is in-car wireless data communications. Prime
applications include MP3, gaming and DVD video streaming,
in-car digital Tv, 'infotainment' systems, high-speed web
browsing and e-mailing, Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB),
traffic reports and automatic mobile phone access via
Bluetooth. It is also expected that in the not too distant
future some form of computer will be mounted in the car,
sharing information with the passenger space, probably via
a high speed wireless 802.11a/b/g connection. This would
enable the user to seamlessly port MP3 media from home
to car to office, at leisure.
Delivering such pervasive wireless in-car data
communications, however, means getting to grips with a
level of high-frequency RF design complexity never before
seen within a car, and that only continues to grow. Many
companies, including semiconductor firms, have worked
hard to shift as much RF complexity as possible away from
the design engineer and into their extended product
portfolios. This has allowed numerous automotive RF
module and component suppliers to produce "off-the-shelf"
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TDK, where Flexield is a flexible, thin ferrite based
electromagnetic (EM) wave absorber material that can be
cut to shape and attached to the interfering component or
the shield can via its double sided adhesive

ferrite and ceramic RF products that, in some instances,
demand little or no RF design expertise to incorporate. That
said, the basics of RF design cannot be completely ignored.
This article will look at the broad use of black and white
ceramic in four key areas of automotive design: power
supplies for RF, RF circuit layout, RF boards and antennas.

Power Supplies For RF
Successful in-car wireless communications begin with a
clean, stable power supply. From an RF perspective, a car's
power supply should be considered both poor and noisy,
contaminated with a mixture of short and long spikes
radiating through the vehicle via bus wires and power lines
(typically some mixture of traditional 12V plus some 24V
and 48V systems) running in parallel.
Common voltage requirements for RF circuits are +5,
+7.5 and +12V with a low current negative supply.
These have to be protected against both power blackand grey-outs.
The active semiconductor devices in in-car RF communications systems will amplify any noise in the power supply
or signal chain and overlay it onto the desired signal. A
received GPS signal at, say -150dBm, can be subjected to
impulsive noise that can easily reach -30dBm. This will lead
to problems ranging from high bit-error rates in any data
transfer process, reception difficulties relating to problems
locking on to signals and intermittent to total communications failure.
This issue is best addressed by removing noise as early
as possible in the circuitry. This includes employing
(automotive certified) noise suppression chokes, ferrite
beads, feedthrough capacitors and varistors into power
supply lines, as well as signal lines leading into the circuit
under development.
Circuits detecting high frequencies often have special
requirements, as even noise from wanted signals, such as
that radiated from bus lines, can impair functionality. Careful
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circuit layout can significantly reduce such interference. If
problems persist, however, wave absorption may be a more
attractive option than wave reflection via the shield can.

Figure 2: Example of an Low Temperature
Co-fired Ceramic (LTCC) substrate

RF Circuits
While it is relatively easy to create a basic LC circuit filter
using discrete components, designing an RF filter that is
optimised, stable and tuned to a specific frequency range
and stable in automotive use (e.g. over a wide operating
temperature range) is not a trivial task. There are, however,
a wide range of high quality off-the-shelf filters available that
are cost-effective, ready to use and automotive certified.
The three main types of RF filter relevant to in-car wireless
communications are: low pass, high pass and band pass.
For band-pass filters there are several ways of implementing
these with block and multilayer ceramic being a first choice
for emerging technologies.
Each filter type has its advantages and tradeoffs in cost,
insertion loss, bandwidth, ripple and temperature stability.
Block ceramic filters, for instance, can be designed into
narrowband antenna amplifiers or used as IF filters. Their
insertion loss is generally higher than that of multilayer
filters, however, they are usually designed to have a narrower
bandwidth and steeper frequency roll-offs. Multilayer ceramic
filters, on the other hand, have a low insertion loss and are
less selective: their design being similar to high- and lowpass filters. Typical values (TDK products) are 0.5dB
insertion loss (IL) for low-pass filters and 1-3dB for block
ceramic band-pass filters.
Depending on whether a differential or single-ended
amplifier is used, a single-ended antenna signal can be
divided using either a discretely implemented balun or offthe-shelf baluns available in all standard impedance
configurations.
As multiband systems (e.g. IEEE 802.11a/b) move into
the car, so does the need to separate received frequency
bands. At frequencies above 1GHz, a discrete implementation is possible that carries the risk of performance
fluctuations due to variations in assembly, additional
mounting and testing costs, where a range of single
component, low-cost diplexers, triplexers and couplers are
readily available.
These components then have to be arranged on a
RF-suitable circuit board, that has been speCifically designed
to avoid EMI problems by careful circuit layout.

RF Boards
Track lengths greatly influence noise propagation and
coupling. With increasing frequency, the wave length
decreases and a designer can quickly yet quite involuntarily
create a track that has a quarter of the wave length, i.e. a
good receiving antenna.

Ground planes

One way to cut down track lengths is to integrate
components into the circuit board using Low Temperature
Co-fired Ceramic (LTCC). Besides eliminating surface
mounted components, which are more prone to failure in
the automotive environment, cross coupling, size and weight
are all reduced. This means that often the size of the
integrated circuit (IC) is the determining factor for board
size, which will change as the IC manufacturers move
forward to providing bare-chip circuits. Size reductions of
40o/o-plus are common for LTCC implementations, and up to
80% has been achieved compared to all-<:liscrete implementations.
To date, LTCC has generally been perceived as slow and
costly. However, recent advances in design and
manufacturing techniques are changing this attitude,
especially if local design support is made available on a
global basis.

RF Antennas
Automotive antenna location - currently seven different
types with roadmaps of up to 30 having been presented and associated communications electronics will have to be
embraced. An 802.11a and 802.11b-compatible in-car
wireless communications system (i.e. two bands) with quadband GSM, GPS plus Bluetooth, will need to be able to
operate at eight separate frequencies: 802 .11a is 4.95.9GHz, 802.11b is 2.4-2.48GHz, GPS 1575MHz (receive
only), conventional mobile bands run from 880 to 960MHz
and 1710 to 1880MHz; and when 3G is fully rolled out, its
frequency range is 1900 to 2200MHz and achieving that at
present requires separate (i.e. its own) feeding circuits.
Furthermore, the majority of RF chipsets and antennas for
each wireless communications standard will be sourced
from different vendors who naturally design their products in
isolation. This approach may cause compatibility problems
when integrating into a unified product for automotive use.
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Figure 3: EM absorption of selected Flexield materials
A wireless local area network (WLAN)
antenna
will have a relatively low gain of
• I~~JI~J I
between -2 and +2dBi to ensure that it can
t5
Q)
:t::
communicate with equipment located
Q)
anywhere within its small range of
"E
operation. By contrast, a car-mounted GPS
8
antenna
prefers higher gain e.g. +2dBi and
CD
(/)
• :n
higher directionality to communicate with
'0
c
distant satellites while reducing the impact
c
o
of terrestrial transmitters in adjacent
.~
. I oft
bands.
II:
As a rule, the higher the power, the
I 111111111 I
SHF
30GHz
30MHz
VHF
300MHz
UHF
3GHz
100GHz
better the reception quality and the more
100MHz
1GHz
10GHz
tolerant the communications system is to
less-than-optimum antenna design. The
Although, to date, many automotive antennas are
general drive towards lower power transmissions, however,
combined in a single roof-mounted external housing, this will
means that reception sensitivities will have to increase. In
addition, signal-to-noise ratios, which are the minimum
no longer be possible for low-power in-vehicle information
power difference between receive signals and ambient RF
distribution. There also is a general aesthetic trend towards
embedding selected antennas in the body of the car itself
noise, must be well-defined with due considerations to
(some manufacturers prefer a clear line of sight to the
design tolerances.
transmitter to reduce attenuation).
At resonance, the antenna transmits EM radiation to a
Know Your Basics
Successfully designing an in~ar wireless communications
remote receiver. The directionality and sensitivity of the
solution isn't easy. But the task can be made Significantly
antenna can be adjusted by varying its gain, which is the
power increase in a speCific direction, compared to the
more straightforward if the designer selects suitable
power transmission achieved by a perfect isotropic antenna
components and off-the-shelf modules that have passed
stringent automotive certification and have been designed
that spreads energy equally in all directions. Gain is usually
expressed in isotropic decibels (dBi).
to be integrated together.
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Integration of
BALUN FUNCTIONS In
RF
r
Gerard Bouisse of Freescale Semiconductor based in Toulouse,
France, here deals with the lDMOS Ie substrate specifics, the balun
design challenges, and presents two successful designs and their
measurement data
aluns (balanced to unbalanced) are used in
push-pull amplifiers to provide signal splitting
and/or combining and 1800 phase shifting.
Although their usage and design is well known, mainly for
broadband amplification, with the recent arrival of high
power LDMOS MMICs in the cellular basestation arena,
and the subsequent reduction in component count, no
attempt has been done to integrate this functionality on
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Figure 2: Power loss versus phase unbalance
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the particular substrate used by LDMOS RFICs.
The simplified topology of a push-pull amplifier is
presented in Figure 1.
The two rectangles in dotted lines represent the input
and output balun functions. The input balun splits the RF
signal in two, creates a 1800 phase shift between the
two signals, and can create, if desired, a broadband
matching structure, therefore, decreasing the transformation ratio between the generator (50Q) and the
transistor terminal.
The output balun has an opposite role. It combines the
two signals while outphasing them, and can also provide
a broadband matching structure. The two transistors
amplify in phase opposition. Among the different
advantages of a push-pull configuration is the bandwidth
performance, resulting from a lowered transformation
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Figure 1: Push-pull power amplifier topology
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ratio between transistor terminals and load, compared to
a single-ended configuration.

RF

LDMOS TECHNOLOGY

Recent Developments
In recent years, in the RF power basestation world,
many RF semiconductor manufacturers have introduced
integrated power amplifiers using Laterally Diffused
Metal Oxide Semiconductor. All these
components are aiming at narrow
band amplification and, therefore,
Figure 6:
Second order
feature a single-ended topology.
lattice balun
One of the specificity of the
layout
LOMaS technology is the usage of
very low resistivity substrate, in the
order of tens of mQ/cm. This
feature, although highly desirable
from the transistor standpoint for
source grounding purposes, is a real
nightmare in terms of passives,
mainly inductors and transmission
lines which suffer from very low
quality factors.
The reported activity in this article
relates, in general, to the design of
broader band amplifiers than
conventional 5% relative bandwidth
single-ended power amplifiers, using
push-pull structures with specific
emphasis on the input balun circuits,
in LOMaS technology.

balun is 1.8GHz-2 .7GHz with appropriate amplitude
and phase unbalance, and insertion loss compatible
with the achievement of a reasonable gain for a two
stages LOMaS RFIC (25dB ).
Let's consider the impact of amplitude and phase
unbalance on the power loss of a push-pull power
amplifier.
Let's assume that two signals V1(t) and V2(t) are
applied on the balanced port of a balun and V(t)
the resulting signal at the output on the
unbalanced port.

. .. .'- ...

Balun Designs
The targeted bandwidth for the

T ·.. ··

~fl
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Figure 7: Marchand type balun layout
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Power_loss==cos2 ( ~<t>/ 2 )

This is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Amplitude unbalance :
V1(t)=V1.cos(w1 .t)
V2(t)=V2 .cos(w1.t)
Therefore:
V(t)=(1+V1/V2).cos(w1.t)
And the power loss due to the amplitude
unbalance becomes:
Power_loss=(V2/V1)2
This is illustrated in Figure 3.
As demonstrated by these graphs, the
amplitude unbalance has much more impact
and is much more stringent than the phase
unbalance.
Several active circuits have been
considered, among them are the circuits using
the "natural" outphasing between drain and
source, and differential pairs. For the
frequencies of interest, with today's available
RF LDMOS transistors, the performance in
terms of unbalance is not good enough ,
mainly because of excessive parasitic
capacitances.
Among the pass ive structures several
circuits have been simulated and some of
them, such as "rat-race" or first order lattice
balun, have been rejected because of
insufficient bandwidth performance.
Nonetheless, two of them have been
considered, the second order lattice balun
and the Marchand type balun.
The former is based on the principle of two
paths having respectively + and - 90° phase
shift, achieved with low and high pass
networks. This is illustrated in Figure 4.
The latter uses the vertical coupling
between transmission lines and the opposite
current flow on the balanced sides creates
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the broadband 180 0 phase shift. The principle
is described in Figure 5.
The lattice balun has been realised with
conventional integrated inductors and
capacitors, as shown in Figure 6, and the
Marchand type balun is using the coupling
between microstrip lines on different metal
layers; the layout is shown in Figure 7.
The lattice balun has been simulated with a
conventional circuit simulator, while the
Marchand balun required 2.50 electromagnetic simulation.
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This paper describes the need for
integrated baluns in LOMOS IC technology,
the design challenges, linked mainly to the
substrate limitations, and presents two
functional circuits such as a second order
lattice balun and a Marchand type balun. The
measured performances confirm the
possibility to integrate such functions and
may constitute a step towards power
amplifiers for software definable radio.
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Experimental Results
The two circuits listed here have been
measured as stand alone three-port networks
and also in cascade (as two ports), in order
to measure the insertion loss. The results
are presented in the Figures 8 to 13.
These measurements show that the
second order lattice balun performs well in
the 1. 7GHz-2. 7GH with 0.2dB amplitude
unbalance, 50 phase unbalance and about
2dB loss. The Marchand balun has an even
wider bandwidth, approximately 1.7GHz to
4GHz with about 0.4jO.5dB amplitude
unbalance, 6 0 phase unbalance and 4.5dB
loss. Although these insertion loss numbers
are much higher than their semi-insulating or
dielectric counterparts, these performance
level remains highly compatible with the
design of 25dB and above two stages
LOMOS MMICs (including the balun
integration).
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ANTENNA DESIGN

ANTENNA
TECHNOLOGY
boosts the

WIRELESS WORLD
Dr. Carles Puente, CTO and co-Iounder 01
Barcelona-based Fractus, describes a new
geometrv for antennas that will change the
landscape for wireless devices
n the wireless era, the pace of change appears
incessant and the demand for new applications
and services is insatiable. From multimedia
messaging to mobile TV, from location-based services
to global roaming, the seemingly unstoppable market
forces are pushing innovation beyond what has
traditionally been considered to be the limits. As
technology evolves and we witness the vast
improvements in size, power consumption and
processing speed that are taking place in electronics
and RF design, the boundaries of what is possible are
continuously being redrawn.
The evolution of the antenna exemplifies this
process perfectly. The antenna is a key element in the
value chain of a wireless system or device. Operators
around the world stake their reputation on every
precious bit of data that their customers entrust them
with and every piece of this information is launched
into the air through, at least, two antennas.
Despite the indispensability of the antenna within
any wireless system, until recently the antenna had
been considered a standard solution, with little
innovation required. But the role the antenna is
playing today on the design of any wireless device
has led many device manufacturers to rethink its
strategic importance. The antenna manufacturing
industry has been galvanised by device manufacturers and, subsequently, end users, which place
unprecedented importance on the size of a device,
as well as its performance, form-factor and basic
aesthetic.
The mobile phone business has undoubtedly
engendered the most radical evolution in antenna
conception and engineering. As the most successful
consumer electronics product in history, the huge
competition in the mobile p~one market has led to
increased demands for features that the conventional
antenna had simply not been able to deliver.
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What's In A First
Some first phones with a single-band internal antenna
appeared in 1998. While today the advantages of a
handset with an internal antenna appear obvious, just
seven years ago it was unclear if anyone would pay for a
phone that had no visible antenna. For a considerable
amount of time, the myth prevailed that the internal
antenna could never match the performance of the
external antenna. In fact, this myth survives in some
markets, despite numerous reports that conclude that
this is not an issue when the handset is operated in
real conditions, either next to the user's head or when
held in the hand. Such myths were, in part, supported by
a theoretical analysis of classical constraints in antenna
science, as well as wireless engineering experiments
carried out in the early days. However, most of these
failed to address the all too pertinent environment and
operating conditions of handheld devices.
As soon as the antenna was relocated inside the
device, the operators and handset manufacturers
realised that the huge growth in the demand of mobile
telephony was about to saturate the allocated spectrum
in the UHF band (mainly in the neighbourhood of
900MHz in Europe and Asia, and around 850lVlHz in the
US and Japan) and that new bands were required

OVERVIEW OF HANDSET ANTENNA EVOLUTION
• 1983 - First 'portable' phones with large 1/4, 1/2
wavelength fixed antenna
• 1990 - First phones with retractable antennas
• 1993 - First phones with fixed, small, stubby
antennas
• 1998 - First phone with internal, single-band
antenna

l
(1800MHz for GSM in Europe, 1900MHz
for PCS in the US). This would require that
operators start upgrading their singleband networks to dual-band and that
handset manufacturers begin to promote
new phones with dual-band, seamless
roaming capabilities.

The Antenna Dilemma

ANTENNA DESIGN

Announcement of GSM mobile phones according to the number of bands (data from
www.gsmarena.com)
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Since then, the number of handsets
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with increased bands and services has
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been constantly growing, with quad-band
phones (GSM 850,900, 1800, 1900)
becoming widely available during 2005. In
2006, we've witnessed the rise of pentaband phones, featuring four GSM bands
O% ~.......•
plus UMTS (3G).
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
The conventional approach of building
Year
multi-band functionality into any device
had often been quite simple: use a singlescale geometries, quickly appeared as the most logical
band antenna for each frequency band or wireless
means of solving this problem.
communication service. The design of small multi-band
The word fractal comes from the Latin word fractus,
antennas was viewed as a 'niche' field in antenna
which literally means uneven or broken, and was coined
engineering since there were so few real needs for
by the mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot who provided a
multiple band operation.
unified means of describing this new emerging geometry.
Nowadays, the notion of satisfying the penta-band
market demand with a mobile phone housing five
A primary characteristic of fractals is their space filling
properties as measured through the so-called fractal
external antennas is unimaginable. Nevertheless, when
dimension that is their ability to fill the space in a quite
packing five different wavelengths into a small, compact,
different way. Surprising geometries such as infinite lines
embedded antenna, the device manufacturers are now
that fill up surfaces and infinite surfaces that fill up
forced to face the traditional antenna engineering
volumes are routinely created by means of fractal
dilemma.
geometry. A second characteristic of fractals is their
A well known principle in antenna engineering holds
that the performance of the antenna is primarily
multi-scale nature, or their ability to host multiple sizes
determined by the relationship between its geometrical
and resolutions within a single geometric structure.
Despite fractals originating from the conceptual,
features (shape, size, volume) and the operating
wavelength. For instance, the size of an omni-directional
abstract world of mathematics, one of the most interesting facts about fractals is that the same characteristic
antenna would typically be a quarter or half the required
properties are found everywhere in nature. Throughout
wavelength in order to transmit and receive electromillions of years of evolutionary optimisation, nature has
magnetic signals effiCiently. It soon becomes clear,
found fractal geometries to be the most efficient way to
therefore, that a problem arises as soon as a single
transport energy through (fractal) vessels in animals and
antenna must accommodate multiple wavelengths (from
plants , as well as a way to organise the universe from the
about 35cm for GSM 850 down to about 12cm for the
smallest scales (atoms) to the largest (galaxies) .
unlicensed ISM band hosting Bluetooth and Wi-Fi) in the
limited and finite space available inside a handset.
Fractal antenna technology is rooted in the fact that the
Clearly, a completely new approach to antenna design
geometrical qualities of fractals provide highly efficient
is required. A flexible approach that could meet the
solutions to the needs of modern wireless devices. The
space-filling properties of fractals are engineered to
space constraints of modern handsets and wireless
devices, where the antenna is competing for real estate
extract the maximum radiation from the available volume
with many other features of the handheld domain, such
within a handheld device. The multi-scale property of
fractals is used to pack multiple wavelengths into a
as cameras, MP3 players, connectors and folding and
single device , allowing the handheld device to efficiently
sliding mechanisms.
support multiple communication systems and standards.
Fractal Antenna Technology
In the mid 1990s, fractal antenna technology was in
The invention of the first multiband fractal antennas in
the initial stage of development and working to prove
the early 1990s revolutionised the antenna industry and
itself to the scientific community. Now, in the first decade
of the new millennium, we have seen the technology
brought forward the current development of miniature
enter into the market. Today, there are millions of fractal
multi-band antennas.
antennas worldwide, bringing value to markets where a
Since traditional Euclidean geometry with straight
need for compact, multi-band antennas is at a premium.
lines, squares, circles and parabolas was not meeting
These markets range from telecom network
the requirements of the evolving wireless marketplace, a
new technology based on a different geometry had to
infrastructure, mobile handsets and wireless devices, to
emerge. Fractal geometry, with its space-filling and multiwireless chipsets , cars and even warships.
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Fractus Compact Dual-band Reach Xtend WLAN 802. 11 antennas

Fractal Solutions Hit The Market
Telecom giant Telefonica was one of the first to
deploy fractal tec~lnology in 2001, when 60% of its
basestations for its new 3G network used fractal
antenna technology. Those first basestation
antennas, designed, developed and manufactured by
Barcelona-based Fractus, were able to combine 2G
and 3G services through the smallest form-factor on
the market. More recently, fractal antennas have
proved to be a hit in the automotive industry, when
FIAT and the PSA Group (Citroen and Peugeot)
adopted the technology for several new models, and
Nippon Antennas licensed the technology for use in
the Japanese automotive market. The technology was
recently awarded the prestigious PACE award from
the American car industry.
However, it is in the mobile phone and wireless
device markets that the technology has found its
most perfect environment to mature and develop.
From compact, embedded antenna bar phones, to flip
and slide phones, fractal technology is currently
applied whenever there is a tiny space and/or a
multiplicity of bands to be handled.
They antennas are to be found in some of the first
multi-band slim phones on the market, for example
Fractus provided the antennas for Sagem's ultra-slim
My300X product line of handsets and for some of the
new clamshell phones with internal antennas, such
as the Samsung E340. In the wireless arena, the
tiniest Bluetooth headset from I\lextlink
(www.nextlink.to) and one of the first rvllMO
reference designs for Wi-Fi from Atheros
(www.atheros.com) are further examples of the
successful application of this technology.
One of the key reasons for the success of fractal
antennas is their versatility and flexibility. Since this
is a geometry-based technology and the performance
is obtained through the 'shape' rather than through a
specialised new material, fractal technology is able
to provide cost-effective solutions in a wide range of
markets and applications.
Fractals provide a rich, infinite set of geometries
that when properly engineered, provide effective
solutions in multiple spaces. Due to the geometrical
essence of the technology, fractal antennas can be
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produced using virtually every
manufacturing process for
conventional antennas, ranging
from the simplest metal
strapping and printed circuit
board process to more
sophisticated MID, thick-film,
Low Temperature Co-Fired
Ceramic (LTCC) and thin-film
processes. Although a complex
material is not needed to achieve the required
performance, again, because of its flexibility, fractal
technology can be supported by simple low-cost
materials from plastic carriers and laminate
substrates or more expensive materials like high
dielectric ceramics and semiconductor materials.
In terms of the antenna topology, fractal solutions
can take the form of simple monopoles, slots or
loops, as well as more sophisticated multilayer and
active-parasitic patch arrangements (such as microstrip, PIFA and FICA).
In general, every market and every wireless product
has its own technical, mechanical and marketing
constraints, but there is always a proper antenna
geometry that will extract the maximum performance
from a device. In the same way that there is a wide
variety of form-factors for handsets and portable
wireless devices, there are also a wide range of
fractal geometries that are ready to provide a
solution for each of them. Despite the differences in
shapes and form-factors, all those antenna geometries rely on some common basic geometrical ru les.

Next Frontiers In The Wireless World
The success of free-space electromagnetic waves
carrying billions of bits of information is also being
translated into an increase in the scope of scales
and ranges in the communication area. From the
natural predominance of wireless technologies in
huge range links such as a GPS satellite, to the
several mile coverage of a cellular system, nowadays
wireless solutions are starting to beat the traditional
"wired" competition in the short distance as well.
With a presence in hundreds of millions of Bluetooth
and Wi-Fi devices, modern connectivity antennas are
replacing the physical shackles of the traditional
cables. The next wave of ZigBee, UWB and RFID
products WIll join the ever increasing applications of
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. This trend toward wireless is
only going to amplify the need for tiny, low-cost, easy
to use antennas.
However, the increase in technical complexity and
sophistication needs to be mirrored by a simpler,
smaller, lower-cost and more user-friendly product.
Such an apparent contradiction is, however,

__ fJ

l
addressed through the integration of electronics.
Nowadays, System-in-Package and System-on-Chip
architectures are able to provide single-chip wireless
solutions that integrate all the basic logic and
memory functions, as well as the RF front-end. The
antenna can no longer be an exception in this trend
and, again, fractal technology has brought a cutting
edge antenna solution for its integration into a
wireless integrated circuit (IC) package.
Fractus has the FracWave antenna-in-package
solution (AiP) for the wireless semiconductor market.
This Fractus IP product enables chip makers to
integrate the ultimate component of the wireless
system and, therefore, deliver fully integrated, singlechip wireless solution. FracWave is available today for
the unlicensed 2.4GHz band, so it is the ultimate
tool to build a truly single-chip solution for Bluetooth,
IEEE 802.11b/g and ZigBee. With a minimum
footprint below 25mm 2 , the FracWave antenna

ANTENNA DESIGN

solution can be embedded into a standard, low-cost
laminate substrate in a typical BGA, PGA, LGA or QFN
package. The performance is equivalent to an
external antenna yet the antenna-in-package solution
wins with its size, cost or both aspects of conventional antenna solutions (www.fractus.com/aip.htm).
Despite being the key element of wireless
connectivity - nothing is wireless without an
antenna - for too long now the antenna has been
forgotten about and left to languish in an outdated
debate about internal vs external antennas and
different materials of manufacture. However, the
demand for multi-band communications across both
cellular and short-range wireless has forced the
antenna to undergo a fundamental redesign. Fractal
geometry has opened up a new frontier in antenna
design that in turn has helped unlock the promise
of new applications, services and device form factors.
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MEMS design steps into
Sensors can now be built into MEMS that
tlke UP a Iraction 01 the space demanded by
designs that do not talle advantage 01 micromlchining. We are increasingly seeing that
MEMS design demands a step into the third
dimension. Paul Double, Managing Director
II EDI Solutilns, clnsiders hlw slme Ie
desiln tIlls can Ifter a Ilw-clst entn IntI
MEMSdeslgn

n contrast to conventional integrated circuit (IC)
design, in which the design can be broken down
into what can be thought of as 2D layers stacked
on top of each other, successful MEMS design
generally needs the perspective of the third
dimension. Cantilevers need to move up and down,
above the surface of a well to provide movement
information in the case of an accelerometer. A
MEMS filter for radio-frequency processing will
vibrate using a number of modes, both vertical and
horizontal. However, to make these design feasible
using micro-machining techniques, what starts out
as a 3D concept needs to be rendered into 2D
layers that can be understood by wafer-processing
tools and processes. Figure 1 shows a wafer of 3D
MEMS devices and Figure 2 the corresponding 2D
rendering in the design tool L-Edit.

I

Picking The Right Tools
It is possible for skilled designers to create
effective MEMS designs that combine electronic
circuitry with micro-mechanical components using
2D design techniques from scratch. With some
layout tools it is easier than with others. Those
layout tools that are aimed squarely at circuit design
make the job more difficult than it needs to be.
Most electronic circuit structures are rectilinear,
which suits the lithographic environment. However,
many MEMS designs demand the use of arbitrary
shapes with curves and angles. Designers in this
environment appreciate the addition of features to
tools that allow them to create many different
shapes.
Logical operations provide an example of what is
36 • EL E C T RONICS WORLD • DECEMBER 2006

needed in a MEMS-friendly tool. These make it easy
to construct complex shapes and define features
such as release holes for a free-standing plate or a
flow channel that needs a metal border of a certain
width around it. Using a logical operation, it is
possible to 'grow' a line to define a border to a
specified width. This is much quicker than having to
draw and align the border by hand. Further, any
change to the flow channel can be accommodated in
the border by maintaining the logical link. Logical
operations also allow the easy creation of complex
shapes in a 2D framework by adding simple shapes
together.
However, many designs will be created using the
third dimension. This is particularly true of designs
where the packaging is critical, which is the case for
many devices. The demands on the packaging used
for MEMS devices are different from standard
microelectronics because the packaging is often
crucial to the correct operation of the micromachined circuitry. MEMS packaging involves having
multiple types of interfaces from the chip to the
outside world. Not only are electrical connections
needed, but there may need to be channels cut to
allow fluids or gases to enter a chamber so that an
integrated sensor can detect changes in conditions.
At the same time, effective seals are needed to
prevent contamination of sensitive electronics
around the micro-machined areas. This can require
closer tolerances and better matching to the actual
chip layout than with standard microelectronics
devices that just need a surface passivation layer on
top of which a uniform covering of epoxy resin is
coated.

lMEMS

the THIRD DIMENSION
3D Packaging
For MEMS, package design is best handled using
3D models. This gives the engineering team the
ability to better evaluate how the package will
perform in different environments and gauge its
manufacturability. The 3D treatment allows for
detailed modelling of the conditions that the device
will face in its target environment. By performing fluid
dynamic simulations with a variety of candidate
packages, the engineering team can work out how
the package will affect the sensitivity of micromachined fluid and gas sensors, for example.
Most of the initial design and simulation will be
through 3D mechanical CAD tools such as Autocad.
The question is: how do you convert from a full 3D
representation into a set of 20 layers that a
lithographic tool can understand? The answer is in
the integration that tools such as Tanner's L-Edit for
example, provide with mechanical CAD products such
as Autocad .
Hymite is one company that starts off with a 3D
model of a MEMS device that the engineers then
convert into lithographic masks suitable for
manufacture. The company, with facilities near
Copenhagen and in Berlin, has built a design-

automation flow based around L-Edit.
For its MEMS devices, Hymite needs hermetically
sealed packages matched at the wafer-level to the
electronic components. Cavities are etched into the
silicon to provide a home for an electroplated solder
sealing ring and contact metallisation that provides
for hermetic sealing.
Vertical micro-vias providing the connection
between a metal layer deposited inside the cavity and
the outer SMT bond pads. The micro-vias are
hermetically sealed by electroplated gold
metallisation as shown in Figure 3. To define this
structure, Hymite defines several IC fabrication
masks that will be used on either side of the silicon,
as the company uses double-sided lithography and
wafer processing.
At Hymite, once the design of the package has
been completed in 3D models, the next step is to
create a set of IC fabrication masks. The designers
define features on 20 sketches that cut through the
3D model. These planes will ultimately become the
layer masks that are processed using L-Edit.
One way to import each layer is to use a DXF
import filter, although designers could choose to
recreate each layer using the advanced drawing tools

Figure 1: Wafer of 3D MEMS devices
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in L-Edit, if they wanted more manual control over the
translation process. With imports, a number of
functions need to be in place to ease the process of
taking information from mechanical design tools. This is
something that not many CMOS-focused layout tools can
achieve. 'Zero width' lines are often used in mechanical
CAD files to define shapes but mask-writing tools do not
recognise these lines. For successful mask-making, all
features must be in the form of enclosed polygons. If
the shape is a compound object, such as a square with
a hole in the centre, it must be drawn in a specific
manner - with only one enclosing boundary - so the
mask manufacturer knows which areas are 'clear' or
'dark'. For MEMS designers, this rule can become
cumbersome, for example, when designing a freestanding plate with thousands of release holes.
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Conversion utilities that understand these issues can
greatly simplify the import of mask-compatible shapes.

Down To a 'T'
At Hymite, for example, the engineers have written Tcells that take the features defined in the 3D model
and then apply a number of modifications, such as
widening or narrowing lines to meet the process
requirements. By using automatic transformations
from sketches that intersect the 3D model at different
levels, it is easy for Hymite's designers to create the
mirror-image masks needed for back-side wafer
etching and metallisation. Other T-cells written by
company apply per-package numbering to the 6000
individual caps that a 6-inch wafer can contain.
Without the use of macros, the manual manipulations

lMEMS

needed would seriously stretch the resources of the
design team and increase lead times. Figure 4 shows
the Hymite cap structure and the resulting wafer
layout.
Easy import functions and the ability to construct
complex shapes using logical functions plays into
another aspect of MEI'v1S design: an efficient workflow.
In contrast to CMOS design , where the focus of design
is on extensive simulation before sending a design to
the mask house, the early stage of evolution of MEMS
technology means that physical prototyping is much
more commonly employed. Although finite -element
simulation can be used to help guide MEMS design,
many teams use simulation only for the first steps.
Tuning of the design is often performed using
manufacturing samples.
IC production techniques allow the fabrication of
many different small IC designs using one reticle .
MEMS engineers take advantage of this to produce
variations of a design . These variations can be used
to help debug a design or show which structures work
best for a given process. Creating the variations is
potentially a time-consuming process. However, the
use of macros coupled with an easier import process
or logical shape creation functions can do much to

streamline the job for the engineer. For example , if
the purpose is to determine the best number of
supports for a cantilever or the minimum effective
bend radius for a fluid channel , macros can be
created to generate the necessary basic shapes and
their variations.
Integration with mechanical CAD is a two-way
process. Export to DXF is an important feature for
many MEMS designers as special packaging and
encapsulation needs to be made specifically for each
design. By exporting the design in DXF form, errors in
alignment can be avoided and it is a much easier
process to deal with late design changes.

Bridging The Gap
IC layout tool suppliers are bridging the gap between
the needs of MEMS designers and the traditional
needs of IC designers. The suppliers who have made
the most progress have worked hard to understand the
needs of the MEMS industry and have implemented
features that greatly improve their workflow. Functions
such as DXF input and output, with an understanding of
the transformations needed have helped customers
take advantage of 3D modelling and rapid prototyping
to streamline the design of I'v1EMS devices.
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PIC in Practice A Project-Based Approach
David W Smith
Newnes

receivers, covering the measurement of pulse
widths for encoding/decoding purposes. Details of
other controllers are given together with more
advanced projects such as electronic dice and a
burglar alarm, including concise sections on how
they work. The final chapter includes a full
description of the instruction set for the 16F84.
At this point, I would like to voice two minor
criticisms; the index is very brief to say the least,
confining itself to little more than references to
individual instructions. I found myself using the
contents pages, which had considerably more
detail, as a substitute index. Also, I was looking
forward to reading about motor control, an
application to which the PIC is well suited according
to the introduction but, alas, its usefulness in this

There have been many publications on the PIC
microcontroller but whereas others tend to follow
the same format as those describing microprocessors, prefacing the subject with a general
discussion on number systems and combination
logic, 'PIC In Practice' wastes no time in attending
to the subject in hand. Number conversions are
instead placed in one of the appendices.
By adopting a graded project approach and at the
same time introducing new concepts gradually
through hands-on experience, the author manages
to avoid placi ng nagging
uncertainties in the mind of
The 16F84 that has been selected as the main control/er to base
the reader due to essential
data being placed elsewhere
the projects on. Having said that, Smith is not all aid to sp'read
in the text. As with all such
his wings more widely and introduces several other types
projects, there is a reasonable amount of programming
to be done, often a time-intensive activity. This is
area was not supported in the text.
greatly helped by the facility of being able to
However, these are minor qualllls to set against
download such software from the publisher's
what is otherwise a very complete and
website. Programming is achieved in assembler
comprehensive introduction to the subject,
using MASM from the Microchip website. It is
composed in an easy to understand style. The early
suggested that either Notepad or MPLAB are
chapters progress from simple concepts and
included, which are used as the editor for the
projects, which lead on to more advanced subjects .
software and specific instructions to use the
Flowcharts, full assembly listings and hardware
Picstart Plus programmer.
diagrams are in abundance to aid understanding
As with the majority of texts on the subject, it is
and project construction. If I were to have just one
the 16F84 that has been selected as the main
book on the subject of PIC controllers, then this
controller on which to base projects. Having said
would be the one.
that, Smith is not afraid to spread his wings more
widely and introduces several other types, including
John Mason
the enhanced and yet cheaper 16F818, the 8-pin
12C508/509, and the 28- and 40-pin 16F87X. He
treats us to fascinating insights of the products in
a conversational manner, such as Microchip's odd
selection of 37kHz as one internal oscillator
frequency instead of the more usual 32.768kHz in
the case of the 16F627, making timing in whole
seconds difficult. This is one of numerous
examples indicating the excellent product
knowledge of the author.
The book is arranged in 19 chapters with four
appendices. After introducing the parts of a
microcontroller, the component parts of the 16F84
are described. There follows introductory projects
such as a traffic light controller. Details of keypad
scanning, alpha numeric displays and A to D
conversion are then covered. There is an
interesting chapter on radio transmitters and
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General Purpose, Cheap and
Flexible Contact Debouncer
throw (spdt) switch for each input, while the latter
requires one Schmitt-trigger, two resistors, one capacitor
and one single-pole-single-throw (spst) switch for each
input. The problem with these types of solutions is that
printed circuit board (PCB) space and the system costs
are increased due to additional circuitry, especially for
multiple-input systems.
In order to reduce the component count, the power
consumption, the PCB space and the cost, an
alternative technique is to use switch debouncer ICs,
examples of which include MAX6816/6817/6818
single/dual/octal switch debouncers, MC14490 hex
contact bounce eliminator and EDE2008 push-button
debouncer IC. Table 1 gives a brief comparison of these
three debouncer ICs. It can be seen that all ICs cost
around $6 per IC.
Although, MAX6818 requires no external components,
EDE2008 requires one pull-down resistor for each input
(eight in total). For the MC14490 it is necessary to use
an external capacitor or an external clock source. While
there are no restrictions for MAX6818, unused inputs of
EDE2008 should be tied to GND. Immediately after
power-up, the outputs of MC14490 are in indeterminate
states. Both MAX6818 and EDE2008 have eight I/O,
while MC14490 has six I/O. MAX6818 is mainly
designed for data bus interfacing.
On the other hand, both EDE2008 and MC14490 offer
independent I/Os. The typical debounce duration is fixed
for MAX6818 and EDE2008, while it can be adjusted for
MC14490 with an external capacitor or a clock source.
In addition, all ICs offer debouncing for make and break
type of contact, i.e.
debouncing is
r-applied
to both rising
Price
Operating
and falling edges of
($)
Typical
External
Debouncer
Number of
Voltage Range
an input signal.
Components Restrictions
Debounce
for
I/O
(V)
IC
Here, a general
one
Required
Duration
Min. Max.
purpose
, cheap and
IC
flexible
contact
8
no
MAX68 18 5.95 no
40ms - fixed 2.7
5.5
debouncer is
Dependent
proposed, as briefly
One pul1Unused
in Table 2.
described
down resistor
inputs should 8
The
proposed
EDE2008
5.99 for each
25ms - fixed 3
5.5
Independent
be tied to
debouncer,
input (8 in
GND
implemented by
total)
using
a PIC16F628
Adjustable
Immediately
microcontroller,
can
with an
An external
after powerbe
used
for
both,
external
capacitor or
up, the
6
contact debouncing
MC14490 6.95
capacitor or
18
3
an external
outputs are in Independent
and eliminating short
with an
clock source indetenninate
transients
on nonexternal
states
contact
digital
clock source
inputs. Therefore, it
is
a general purpose
Table 1: Comparing some contact debouncer ICs currently available on the market
debouncer.

hen a mechanical contact, such as pushbutton, user interface button, limit switch, relay
or contactor contact, is opened or closed, the
contact seldom demonstrates a clean transition from
one state to another.
There are two types of contacts: normally open (NO)
and normally closed (NC). When a contact is closed or
opened, it will close and open (technically speaking
make and break), many times before finally settling in a
stable state. This behaviour of a contact is interpreted
as multiple false input signals and a digital circuit will
respond to each of these on-off or off-on transitions.
This problem is known as 'contact bounce' and has
always been a very important problem when interfacing
switches, relays etc, to a digital control system.
In some industrial applications debouncing is required
to eliminate both mechanical and electrical effects.
Most switches seem to exhibit bounce duration under
10ms and, therefore, it is reasonable to pick a
debounce period in the 20-50ms range. On the other
hand, when dealing with relay contacts, the debounce
period should be large enough, i.e. within 20-200ms
range. Nevertheless, a reasonable switch will not
bounce longer than 500ms. Both closing and opening
contacts suffer from the bouncing problem and
therefore, in general, both rising and falling edges of
an input signal should be debounced.
There are several ways in which debouncing can be
achieved. Well-known solutions include the SR
debouncer and RC debouncer. The former requires two
NAND gates, two resistors and one single-pole-double-

W
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f.-lC used

PICI6F
628

Price
($)
for one
IC

External
Components
Required

2.80

Only 2 pullup resistors
for 8 inputs

Restrictions

Number of
I/O

Debounce
Duration

Operating
Voltage Range
(V)
Min.
Max.

no

8
Independent

Adjustable
( ... , 20, . ..
50, . .. ,
100, . . . ms)

3

5.5

Table 2: Some characteristics of the proposed contact deboun cer
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6

......... RB7IT10SIIPGD

9
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RB3/CCP1 .........

RA1/ANl
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RBMNT .........

+V ~~
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Figure 1: A PIC16F628 microcontroller

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

4
3
8
9

10
11
12
13

Port
name
RA5
RA4
RB2
RB3
RB4
RB5
RB6
RB7

Output Pin
nr.
nr.

QO
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7

17
18
1
2
6
7
15
16

Port
name
RAO
RAI
RA2
RA3
RBO
RBI
RA6
RA7

Table 3: Inputs, outputs, pin numbers and port names of the proposed
contact debouncer

Note that non-contact digital inputs are often routed
through debounce filters as well. This technique can
eliminate short transients at the input by ensuring a
stable state before reporting the input on or off. The
proposed debouncer costs around $3, which is half the
price of the above-explained, commercially available,
debouncer ICs. It also requires only two pull-up resistors
for eight inputs, with no restrictions.
Like EDE2008 and MC14490 , it offers independent
I/Os. The flexibility of the proposed contact debouncer
is related to the adjustable debounce duration. It is
possible to adjust the debounce duration of each input
as desired depending on the application, separately
from the other inputs. In addition, one can also chose
different debounce durations for rising and falling edges
of an input signal. This also gives even more flexibility
to the proposed debouncer.

Debouncer Hardware
The proposed contact debouncer is implemented by
using a PIC16F628 microcontroller, as can be seen from
Figure 1. A PIC16F628 comes in three different
packages: 18-LEAD PDIp, 18-LEAD SOIC (.300") and 20LEAD SSOP. This means that the proposed debouncer
42 •
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RA5

14

VDD

RAO

17

3

RA4

RA 1

18

...

8

RB2

RA2
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.... 13

~
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14
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16
17
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Input Pin
nr.
nr.

I~~ ~~:'"
1

PIC 16F628 A
RBO 6

10 RB4
11
17

RB1

RB5
RB6

13 RB7

7

RA6 15

VSS

RA7 16

QO
QI
Q2
Q3
Q4
QS
Q6
Q7

Debounced
Outputs

-I

Figure 2: The proposed debouncer, used for debouncing
8-channel contacts

can be accommodated in one of these packages
depending on the application. The features of the
proposed debouncer can be summarised as follows:
• Up to eight independent debouncers per IC.
• Works with buttons, switches, relay or contactor
contacts etc and, also, with non-contact digital inputs.
• Internal diode protection on all inputs.
• Only two external pull-up resistors required for two
inputs (internal pull-up resistors used for the other six
inputs).
• CMOS/TIL compatible data inputs/outputs.
• For each input a higher DC voltage input can also be
accepted, by means of a transistor or an opto-coupler.
• Each input debounces both "make " and "break"
contacts.
• Adjustable debounce period on both rising and falling
edges of each input signal.
• Supply voltage range is 3.0V to 5.5V.
• Maximum current sourced by an output pin is 25mA.
• Maximum current sourced by all eight outputs is
200mA.
Inputs, outputs, pin numbers and port names of the
proposed contact debouncer are shown in Table 3.
Figure 2 shows how the proposed debouncer can be
used for debouncing eight-channel buttons, switches,
relay or contactor contacts etc. The timing diagram for
one channel is shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that
the output changes its state only after the input
becomes stable and waits in the stable state for the
predefined "debouncing time". The debouncing is
applied to both rising and falling edges of the input
signal.
Initially, for each channel, it is assumed that the
contact is open. When the contact is open due to the
pull-up resistor a logic '1' signal is entered to the
debouncer. In the debouncer, this signal is inverted in

CIRCUIT IDEAS
contact
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contact
bouncing
~

E

INPUTO (10)

1
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~
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OUTPUTO (QO)
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Figure 3: Timing diagram of one channel of the proposed debouncer
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Figure 4: The proposed debouncer, used for
debouncing non-contact digital inputs

order to obtain the true position of the contact.
Therefore, if the contact is open, this is represented by
a logic '0' signal. The "debouncing time" such as
20ms , 50ms, lOOms can be selected as required,
depending on the application.
It is possible to pick up different debouncing times for
each channel. It is also possible to choose different
debouncing times for rising and falling edges of the
same input signal if necessary. This gives a good deal
of flexibility. It is simply done by chancing the related
number, defining the time delay for each channel and for
both edges within the assembly program.
Note that if the state change of the contact is shorter
than the predefined "debouncing time " , this will also be
regarded as bouncing and it will not be taken into
account. Therefore, no state-change will be issued in
this case. Each of the eight input channels of the
proposed debouncer may be used independently from
other channels. The activity of one channel does not
affect the other channels. Each channel can be used to
debounce either a "make" or a "break" contact.
Figure 4 shows how the proposed debouncer can be
used for debouncing 8-channel, non-contact, digital
inputs. Here, NPN transistors are used as a switching
tool. Resistor values should be determined according to
the transistor and the external voltage source U.
In this circuit, both voltage sources V and U use the

Figure 5: The proposed debouncer, used for debouncing
optically-isolated, non-contact, digital inputs

same ground . This is acceptable for some circuits. If it
is necessary to isolate electrically these two voltage
sources one from the other, then one can use the circuit
shown in Figure 5. Here, for isolating the two voltage
sources opto-couplers are used. Again, resistor values
should be determined according to the opto-couplers
and the external voltage source U. Of course, each
channel may be used in one of these three modes as
required.

Debouncer Software
A good debouncing routine is actually real-time
software acting as a simple low-pass digital filter.
The following illustrates the routine used for each
channel of the proposed debouncer:
1. Initia"y, it is assumed that the input signal is LOW.
2. If the output of the debouncer is LOW and if the
presence of a HIGH input signal is detected , then the
debouncer starts a XX ms time-delay (XX stands for the
predefined "debouncing time").
3. Before the XX ms time-delay ends, if the input
signal goes back to LOW level, then the time-delay is
canceled and the output remains LOW.
4. After XX ms time-delay, if the input signal is still
HIGH, then the output is set to HIGH.
5. If the output is HIGH and if the presence of a
LOW input signal is detected, then the debouncer
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n

developed in PIC assembly language by using
Microchip's MPLAB IDE. The proposed debouncer
software, in which the predefined "debouncing time"
is chosen to be 20ms, is as follows:

I

~-------------->

Figure 6: Operation of the on delay timer (TON)

starts a XX ms time-delay.
6. Before the XX ms delay ends,
if the input signal goes back to
HIGH, then the time delay is
canceled and the output remains
HIGH.
7. After XX ms time-delay, if the
input signal is still LOW, then the
output is set to LOW.
For obtaining the time delays, on
delay timers are utilised. On delay
timers (TON) are used widely in
programmable logic controllers
(PLC), in order to obtain a time
delay function. Although there are
different symbols to represent a
TON, the one shown in Figure 6 is
a well known symbol, especially
used in electro-mechanical control
systems.
Once there is continuity in the
logic flow for the coil of TON, the
timer begins counting time-based
intervals (ticks) and counts up
until the accumulated time equals
the preset time 't'. When these
two values are equal, state of the
timed contacts are changed, i.e.
normally closed (resp. open)
contacts are opened (resp. closed)
(see Figure 6). The timed contacts
can be used throughout the
program either as a normally open
(-I H or as a normally closed
(-111-) contact. When the timer
times out, the timed contacts are
maintained in the changed state,
as long as the continuity in the
logic flow for the coil is kept. If
continuity in the logic flow for the
coil is lost before the timer times
out, the timer resets the accumulated register to zero, i.e. the time
delay is cancelled.
In the debouncer software, for
each channel (resp. for all eight
independent channels), two
(resp. sixteen) TONs are used.
The debouncer software is
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,.**********************************************************************
This program provides 8 independent debounced inputs
all (16) time-delays are 20ms

,.**********************************************************************
list
p==16F628A
#include <p16F628A.inc>
CONFIG _CP_OFF &_DATA_CP_OFF &_LVP_OFF &_BOREN_OFF &
_ MCLRE _OFF & _ WDT _OFF & _PWRTE_ ON & _ INTOSC _ OSC _NOCLKOUT
#define
#defme
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

clkO TMRO,O
clkl TMRO,I
clk2 TMRO,2
clk3 TMRO,3
clk4 TMRO,4
clk5 TMRO,5
clk6 TMRO,6
clk7 TMRO,7

#define TONFO
#define TONF I
#define TONF2
#define TONF3
#defme TONF4
#define TONF5
#define TONF6
#define TONF7

TONflgl,O
TONflgl,1
TONflgl,2
TONflgl,3
TONflgl,4
TONflgl,5
TONflgl,6
TONflgl,7

#define TONF8
#define TONF9
#define TONF 1
#define TONF 11
#define TONF12
#define TONF 13
#define TONF 14
#define TONF 15

TONflg3,O
TONflg3,1
TONflg3,2
TONflg3,3
TONflg3,4
TONflg3,5
TONflg3,6
TONflg3,7

°

2006

; Timer clock: O.512ms
; Timer clock: I.024ms
; Timer clock : 2.048ms
; Timer clock : 4.096ms
; Timer clock: 8.I92ms
; Timer clock: 16.384ms
; Timer clock: 32.768ms
; Timer clock: 65.536ms

#define Q4
#define Q5
#definel2
#define 13
#define 14
#define 15
#define 16
#define 17

PORTS,O
PORTS, I
PORTS,2
PORTS,3
PORTS,4
PORTS,5
PORTB,6
PORTS,7

#define QO
#define QI
#define Q2

PORTA,O
PORTA, 1
PORTA,2

....

CIRCUIT IDEAS

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

Q3
II
IO
Q6
Q7

endm

PORTA,3
PORTA,4
PORTA,S
PORTA,6
PORTA,7

BANKI

;------------------- TON_ 0 'ON DELAY TIMER' ----------------------; This macro is introduced to obtain 8 independent on-delay-timers.
; num: 0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 is the number of the on-delay-timer.
; [val: is the final value (maximum 255) representing the count
; value of the input clock.
; rs_reg, rs_bit: is the reference clock signal to be counted
; for this macro to be active the value 'I' must be stored
; in W register before running this macro
;
; For example if this macro is calJed as follows (while W=l)
;" TON_O 0,d'IO',clk7 "
; the on delay timer will set its related flag (TONflgl,O)
; after lOx 65 .536ms) = 655.36ms.

;------ MACROS -------Id macro
reg,bit
movlw 0
reg,bit
btfsc
movlw 1
endm
Id_not macro
movlw
btfsc
movlw
endm

reg,bit
1
reg,bit
0

and macro reg,bit
movwf Temp
movlw 0
reg,bit
btfsc
movlw 1
andwf Temp,w
endm
and- not macro reg,bit
movwf Temp
movlw 1
btfsc
reg,bit
movlw 0
andwf Temp,w
endm
- set macro

reg,value
1
STATUS,Z
reg,value

- rst macro

reg,value
1
STATUS,Z
reg, value

BANKO

macro
bcf ST ATUS,RPO
bcf ST ATUS,RPI

andlw
btfss
bsf
endm

andlw
btfss
bcf
endm

macro
bsf ST ATUS,RPO
bcf ST ATUS,RP I
endm

..-

TON 0
macro num, fval, st_ reg, st_ bit
LI,L2
local
movwf Temp
btfsc
Temp,O
L2
goto
movlw OOh
movwf TON+num
bcf
TONflgl,num
goto
L1
L2 btfsc
TONflgl,num
goto
Ll
btfss
st_ reg,st_ bit
bsf
TONflg2,num
btfss
st_reg,st_ bit
Ll
goto
btfss
TONflg2,num
goto
L1
bcf
TONflg2,num
incf
TON+num,f
movf
TON+num,w
xorlw
fval
skpnz
bsf
TONflgl,num
LI
endm
;------------------- TON_ I 'ON DELAY TIMER' --------TON I
macro num, fval, stJeg, st_bit
local
Ll,L2
movwf Temp

...
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btfse
goto
movlw
movwf
bef
goto
L2 btfse
goto
btfss
bsf
btfss
goto
btfss
goto
bef
inef
movf
xorlw
skpnz
bsf
L1
endm

Temp,O
L2
OOh
TONl+num
TONflg3,num

loop
;------ 10 --> QO ----------------------------------------------Id not
IO
; IF input IO is HIGH ( resp. low)
and not
QO
; and at the same time the output QO is reset
TON 0
O,AO,elkO
; THEN start (resp. stop) TON_O,O for 20ms time delay
; (40 x 0.512ms = 20A8ms)

L1

TONflg3,num
L1

st_reg,st_bit
TONflg4,num
st_reg,st_ bit
L1

TONflg4,num
L1
TONflg4,num
TONl+num,f
TON1+num,w
fval

-

ld
set

TONFO
QO

; IF timer flag TONFO is set
; THEN set output QO

ld
and
TON I

QO
10
O,AO,clkO

; IF the output QO is set
; and at the same time the input IO is LOW
; THEN start TON_I,O for 20ms time delay

ld
rst

TONF8
QO

; IF timer flag TONF8 is set
; THEN reset output QO

;------ 11 --> Q I --------------ld_not
11
and not
QI
TON 0
I,AO,elkO

TONflg3,num

; ------------------- Variables -------------

CBLOCK
TON
ENDC

Ox20

CBLOCKOx28
TONI
ENDC

Id
set
-

TONFI
Ql

ld
and

Ql
11

CSLOCK Ox40
TONflgl, TONflg2, TONflg3, TONflg4, Temp
ENDC

•

; --------------------------------------------------------------

;MAIN PROGRAM
org
OxOO
start
movlw
b'OOOOOIII'
movwf
CMCON
BANK 1
movlw
b'OOOOO III '
movwf
OPTION REG
movlw
b'OO II 0000'
movwf
TRlSA
movlw
b'11111100'
movwf
TRlSS
BANKO

; PORTA is
; a digital 110 port
; goto SANKI
; W <-- b'00000111' : Fose/4 --> TMRO, PS=256
; pull-up on PORTS, OPTION_REG <-- W
; PORTA is both input and output port
; TRl SA <-- b'OO II 0000'
; PORTS is both input and output port
; TRISS <-- b'l1111100'
; goto BANKO

movlw

0

; Initialise all RAM bits to 'safe' values

movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf
movwf

TMRO
TON
TON+l
TON+2
TON+3
TON+4
TON+5
TON+6
TON+7
TONI+O
TONl+1
TONI+2
TONI+3
TONI+4
TONI+5
TONI +6
TON 1+7
TONflgl
TONflg2
TONflg3
TONflg4
PORTA
PORTB

; TMRO <-- OOh
; TON <-- OOh
; TON+ 1 <-- OOh
; TON+2 <-- OOh
; TON+ 3 <-- OOh
; TON+4 <-- OOh
; TON+5 <-- OOh
; TON+6 <-- OOh
; TON+7 <-- OOh
; TON 1+0 <-- OOh
; TONI+l <-- OOh
; TON 1+2 <-- OOh
; TONI+3 <-- OOh
; TON 1+4 <-- OOh
; TON 1+5 <-- OOh
; TON I +6 <-- OOh
; TONI+7 <-- OOh
; TONflgl <-- OOh
; TON fl g2 <-- OOh
; TONflg3 <-- OOh
; TONflg4 <-- OOh
; PORTA <-- OOh
; PORTB <-- OOh
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l
TON 1

1,.40,clkO

Id
TONF9
rst
Ql
;------ 12 --> Q2 --------------Jd not
12
and not
Q2
2,AO,clkO
TON
-

°

Jd
set

TONF2
Q2

Id
and
TON- I

Q2
12
2,AO,clkO

-

f+-

Id
TONFlO
rst
Q2
;------ I3 --> Q3 --------------Id not
I3
and not
Q3
TON
3,.40,clkO

°

Id
set

TONF3
Q3

-

Id
and
TON- 1

Q3
I3
3,.40,clkO

Id
TONFll
_rst
Q3
;------ 14 --> Q4 --------------ld not
14
and not
Q4
TON
4,AO,clkO

°

- set

Id

TONF4
Q4

Jd
and
TON_l

Q4
14
4,AO,clkO

Id
TONF12
rst
Q4
;------ 15 --> Q5 --------------Id not
15
and not
Q5
TON
5,AO,clkO

°

L
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0-]

ld
set

TONF5
Q5

ld
and
TON

Q5
15
5,.40,clkO

ld
TONF13
_rst
Q5
;------ 16 --> Q6 --------------16
ld not
and not
Q6
TON 0
6,.40,clkO

INPUTO (10)

lJlJ1Jl]'----_ _

~

TONFO

--j

f-

]

contact
bouncing

O------------L---------------------_
]

TON_I'0-Q-

O_ _ _

--L.L~.ll.U..L.LI~~~n~~
~

TON F'8

--j

f-l

contact
bouncing

I

O------------------------~~------_
]
OUTPUTO (QO)

o__________

-----.J

ld
- set

TONF6
Q6

ld
and
TON 1

Q6
16
6,.40,clkO

Id
TONF14
_rst
Q6
;------ 17 --> Q7 --------------17
ld not
and not
Q7
TON 0
7,.40,clkO
Id
set

TONF7
Q7

ld
and
TON

Q7
17
7,.40,clkO

ld
rst

TONF15
Q7

goto

END

loop

Figure 7: Detailed timing diagram of the first channel

for use in logical operations. Both macros TON_O and
TON_1 are used for declaring necessary 16 on-delay
timers. Finally, in sections Ii - > Qi, i= 0, 1, ... , 7, each
channel is described complying with the above
mentioned routine for the debouncer. The detailed
timing diagram of the first channel is shown in Figure
7 for 20ms debouncing time.
It is possible to choose different debouncing times
by chancing the number associated with the on delay
timers and/or by chancing the clk signal. When we
choose clkO as the reference signal to count, Table 4
shows some numbers for which we can obtain
different debouncing times. Note that it is possible to
choose different debouncing times for rising and
falling edges of an input signal for every single
channel without depending on the other channels.
Table 5 shows three debouncer files ready to be
programmed into a PIC16F628 microcontroller for
using the contact debouncer provided with this article.
Up to now, the explained debouncer can be
described as a "non-inverting debouncer". This is
because the debouncer is implemented in such a way
that when the contact of an input is open, the output
of this input is in off state and when the contact of
an input is closed, the output of this input is in on
state.

It can be seen that the
implementation is carried
elk
Multiplied by
obtained time-delay
out by using a PIC16F628
x
c1kO
(0.512ms)
20.48ms
40
microcontroller. As
described in the previous
x
clkO (0.512ms)
50.176ms
98
section, apart from the
x
c1kO (O.512ms)
100.352ms
196
VDD and VSS pins, all
other pins are used as I/O
ports. The internal 4MHz
Table 4: Chancing the debouncing times for c1kO
oscillator of the
PIC16F628 is used for timing purposes. Both
PORT A and PORT B are organised as digital
File
Debouncing time
I/O ports. Pull-up resistors on PORTB are
enabled. Timer TMRO is declared as the
8 bit debouncer vI.hex
20.48ms
divider of the Fosc/4 = 4MHz/4 = 1MHz clock
8 bit debouncer vI I.hex 50.I76ms
frequency, with the prescaler rate of 1:256.
As a result, we obtain eight different clock
8 bit debouncer vI 2.hex lOO.352ms
signals, namely clkO, clk1, ... , clk7. Macros Id,
Id_not, and, and_not, _set, _rst are described
Table 5: Three debouncer files ready to be programmed into a PIC16F628 IC
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Related section of the non-inverting
debouncer for the fIrst channel
;------ 10 --> QO -------------------------ld- not
10
and_not QO
TON 0 0,.40,clkO

ld
and
TON 1

ModifIcations necessary to obtain an
inverting debouncer for the fIrst channel
;------ 10 --> QO -------------------------ld
10
and_not QO
TON 0 0,.40,clkO

QO
10
0,.40,clkO

ld
and- not
TON 1

,-------------------------------------------

QO
10
0,.40,clkO

,-------------------------------------------

Table 6: Three debouncer files ready to be programmed into a PIC16F628 IC

In some applications it may be necessary to use
an "inverting debouncer" in which the debouncer
must operate in the other way around. That is,
when the contact of an input is open, the output of
this input is in on state and when the contact of
an input is closed, the output of this input is in off
state. In order to satisfy such a request, we can
modify ou r debouncer program. The following
shows the related section of the non-inverting
debouncer for the first channel, as well as the
modifications necessary to obtain an inverting
debouncer for the first channel. Naturally, it is
necessary to modify all channels for obtaining an
8-bit inverting debouncer. It may also be possible
to have non-inverting and inverting channels used
together within the same debouncer, if it is
necessary.

assembly program provided within this article may
be modified to satisfy any requirements regarding
the debounce duration. In addition, it is possible
to modify the debouncer assembly program to
obtain an "inverting debouncer".
Instead of a standalone debouncer, if someone
needs debouncing in a PIC program for some
inputs, then the proposed debouncer assembly
program may be modified and used in most PIC
microcontrollers. Moreover, the macro implementing on-delay timers may be modified and used in
most PIC microcontrollers, whenever such a timing
function is necessary.
Last but not least, the contact debouncer
method proposed in this paper is based on
PIC16F628 microcontroller, but it may be possible
to apply the same approach to other
microcontrollers successfully.

Conclusions
In this article, a standalone, general, easy to
use, cheap and flexible contact debouncer has
been proposed to solve the contact bounce
problems. The debouncer is implemented by using
a PIC16F628 microcontroller. The debouncer
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100+ PRICES
MAX485CPA+
PICI6F873A-ISP
PICI6F873A-I/SO
PICI6F874A-IP
PICI6F876A-ISP
PIC16F877 A-IP
PICI6F818-IP
PICI2F629-IP
PICI2F675-IP
PIC16F676-IP
PICI6C54C-04P
PICI6C55A-04P
PICI6C57C-04P
PICI6F73-ISP
PICI6F74-IP
PICI6F77-IP
PICI6F628A-IP
PICI6F84A-04P
PIC12C508A-04P
051307+
051302+

(many other items in stock)

0.68
1.75
1.95
2.11
2.16
2.29
0.89
0.42
0.51
0.63
0.62
0.81
0.89
1.55
1.84
1.91
0.83
1.59
0.41
0.75
0.79

27C801-100
27C4001-10F
AT89S52-24PU
AT89S51-24PU
PICI8F252-ISP
PICI8F452-IP
PICI8FI220-IP
PICI8FI320-IP
PICI8F2520-ISP
PICI8F2525-ISP
PICI8LF2525-ISP
PICI8F2525-I/SO
PICI8F2620-I/SO
PICI8F4520-IP
PICI8F4525-IP
PICI8F4620-IP
PICI8F6520-IPT
PICI8F6520-IPT
PICI8F6621-IPT
PICI8F4580-IP
0518820+

2.45
1.98
0.69
0.65
2.61
2.78
1.48
1.65
2.82
2.82
3.18
2.78
2.88
2.72
3.19
3.34
2.85
3.99
3.99
3.21
0.89

We can also supply Maxim/Dallas,Analogue Devices
NEC, OKI, IR, Phillips. Phone for full price list.

Letters

Whose room is it anyway?
Whilst I enjoyed reading about the digital projector
technology on page 18 of the September issue of
Electronics World magazine, I could not help but be struck
by the unlikelihood of its application in the home as
suggested in the article.
Just who has a spare room to use exclusively as a home
cinema? Most of us have difficulty enough trying to layout a
conventional two-speaker stereo system without room
acoustics and other furniture spoiling the result. So how
would we implement a system that relied on wall reflections,
when most of our walls are already obscured by sofas,
bookcases, etc? I can see how this might work in a large
auditorium, where a high ceiling and largely uncluttered
walls might permit such a system to work; but in the
home ... ?
Perhaps Alex Bienek could enlighten us on any research
done in the home - a real home, that is.
Graham Field, UK

True home cinema?
I found the article by Alex Bienek of considerable interest,
but it sadly suffers from two major problems . Much of his
article comes across as a selling attempt for the product
and the rest appears to show a lack of understanding of the
applications at which he is targeting the product. Let me
illustrate:
For my first point, I will just give one example from the
article. Under the heading "Other Applications" he writes:
" ... Two viewers only a few feet apart, can listen to
different programmes simultaneously with minimal
interference. A typical application may be for sport and a
sitcom .. . "
The accompanying photograph (Figure 11) shows two
chairs watching a split-screen TV with
'focused' sound beams. I estimate the
subtended angle to the TV to be 30 degrees
or less. In addition, he includes two polar
responses (Figures 14 and 15) that are
intended to show how 'good' the separation
will be for the set-up in Figure 11. The data
given in the accompanying text is "45
degrees off axis, 15dB at 2kHz and 20dB at
5kHz".
This looks good, but several things
militate against his claim that the two
chairs can each enjoy their own programme
without interference!
Firstly, the responses shown are both for
speech, as are the quoted programme
examples. The spectral content of speech is
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such that the 5kHz chart (the best one) is actually irrelevant
- the 2kHz chart is almost relevant for the frequencies of
interest, so we are left with only the 15dB figure.
Secondly, the chairs are listening with a separation of at
most 30 degrees - probably less, so with room reflections
added in the figure is probably nearer to 10dB at best.
Finally, take into account the dynamic range of the
competing programmes and it is probable that the maxima
of one will frequently coincide with the minima of the other;
"with minimal interference"? - I think not!
My second point is concerned with the writer's misunderstanding (in the context of the article) of the 'what' and the
'why' of surround sound. His "Brief History" is generally
correct, but in my opinion, not enough emphasis is made of
the point that surround sound is essentially a technique for
the cinema. It has many problems when attempts are made
to design systems that masquerade as personal cinemas
(home theatre).
When Dolby and others introduced various sound systems
to improve the multi-channel systems that were first tried out
in the cinema, they accepted the research that clearly
showed that the approach of simply sending different types
of sound content via separate channels to loudspeakers
around the auditorium is flawed. Thus, for example, a
passing low-flying aeroplane could have the sound of its
passage first fed to a speaker behind the screen and then to
different speakers from front to back on one wall of the
auditorium. This worked fairly well for very specific effects,
but the proximity effect of a loudspeaker to a member of the
audience sitting close by, greatly reduced the effectiveness.
And so on for other types of effect, loudspeaker positioning,
size of auditorium and other variables.
The Pro Logic system (and DTS etc) took a more
reasoned approach and tailors the sound with matrix
coding and other techniques to deliver the
sound in such a way that the proximity
effect is minimised . By careful mixing of
the dialogue, music and effects for each
film, a much better simulation of sound
DIFFERENCE AMPLIFIERS
apparently surrounding the audience, can
be realised. But note that these systems
are designed for auditoria far larger than
someone's living room and for far better
quantity, type and placing of loudspeakers
than can ever be achieved for a home
cinema. Not to mention the random
placing of walls, furniture and audience at
home!
All these problems are found for 1 Ltd's
Digital Sound Projector, further aggravated
by the necessity to 'beam' the sound via

PLEASE SEND YOUR LETTERS TO:
ELECTRONICS WORLD
NEXUS MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS,
MEDIA HOUSE, AZALEA DRIVE,
SWAN LEY, KENT BR8 8HU
E MAl L: EWLETTERS@NEXUSMEDIA.COM

ELECTRONICS WORLD RESERVES THE RIGHT TO
EDIT ALL CORRESPONDENCE

one or more wall and ceiling bounces, thus adding
mirrors, pictures, light fittings and various surface
treatments to the final mix.
I am not saying that some sort of impression of
surround sound is not possible, just that the impression
given by the article that their device is the 'be all' and
'end all' of loudspeaker design is false. At best, it would
appear to be just another way of packing more into a
smaller box with the usual loss of features that that
thereby entails.
Tony Batchelor, Denmark

Alex Bienek of 1 Ltd replies:
Mr Field questions the suitability of domestic rooms
for use with the Digital Sound Projector (DSP). In fact,
nearly all domestic sitting rooms work well. Sometimes
more so than with conventional surround-loudspeakers,
as the latter have to be sited either side of the TV/video
screen and behind the listeners, where there usually is
obscuring furniture. The DSP however, being mounted
beneath, above or within the TV screen enclosure, is
automatically in direct view of the listeners and
necessarily free of clutter. Very few rooms have floor to
ceiling wall coverage with soft furniture. Hard furnishings
(such as book cases, tables, chests of drawers, pictures,
windows, lamps) pose no problems as they themselves
act as very suitable bounce points for the side and rear
sound beams, although again such features would
normally preclude the siting of a real loudspeaker in
those same locations.
High ceilings are not necessary for DSP operation. In
terms of research, we at 1 Ltd have investigated a very
wide range of real domestic environments, and Yamaha
in Japan has done so more extensively. That DSP works
in real rooms is testified to by the excellent reviews in
scores of audio magazines and by the many thousands
of sales already made by Yamaha allover the world,
sales which have grown steadily since the introduction
of the first YSP-1 in November 2004 and then the
subsequent models YSP-800 and YSP-1000.
Mr Batchelor raises some interesting and understandable points. Regarding the two simultaneous
programmes with separate sound channels (referred to
as Beam2Me), Mr Batchelor does not consider the
psycho-acoustics of the situation. The human ear-brain
system is small compared to a wavelength below, say, 1kHz
and, therefore, is better at sound direction determination at
higher rather than lower frequencies. As nearly all "real"
sounds are rich in harmonics (i.e. very non-sinusoidal and
often quite impulsive), the ear-brain can directionalise quite
well on such complex sounds (including the lower harmonic

components) because the components are all wellcorrelated.
The DSP does quite a good job of separating the higherfrequency components of such real sounds and directing
them correctly to the two listeners. The listeners' earbrains then utilise their 'cocktail party effect' capabilities to
separate out the related and unrelated lower frequency
components; the correlation of the "wanted" sound
components with the separate visual content of the two
pictures is also used by the ear-eye-brain system to further
reduce clutter, thus giving a significantly better perceived
channel separation than the hard physics alone would
suggest. Fortunately, humans are not plain vanilla
wideband microphones!
Having said this, the DSP channel separation is not
perfect, but adds sufficient extra physical channel
separation to enable much more comfortable dual channel
viewing. Remember that we are trying to produce a purely
subjective end result.
We do not feel a responsibility to defend the virtues of
home cinema per se, from "real" cinema. However, given
that DVDs in particular are recorded in 5.1 channel sound
and that a huge number of people do want to enjoy these
in their own homes, then they are faced with the real
difficulty of making the best of what they have: usually a
smallish, cluttered room with lots of soft furnishings up to
thigh-height at least, and not much spare space at all. As
described above, Siting beam bounce points off walls (or
hard furnishings), above the soft furniture, is often far
better than placing a small book shelf or smaller
loudspeaker on the floor behind/beside a sofa (which is
otherwise what usually happens).
Statistics from big manufacturers of low cost 5-speaker
box conventional surround-sound systems indicate that as
many as 60% of purchasers never connect the rear
speakers, as they either cannot find a suitable mounting
position (no space, or no fixing, or no line-of-site), or they
cannot find a workable cable path from the TV/amplifier, or
both.
Also in small (i.e. common) rooms, it's difficult to place
the rear speakers so far from the listeners that the entire
perceived sound field doesn't collapse into the closest
point-source (rear) physical loudspeaker. The perceived
distance of the DSP's rear (imaged) loudspeakers is greater
than the distance of the listeners from the screen
[because of the wall bounce(s)]; i.e. they are perceived to
be much further away than the distance of the listeners
from the wall, let alone a physical speaker mounted within
the room. A Digital Sound Projector can usually overcome
all of these difficulties and provide a very satisfactory
home-theatre listening experience.
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TIPS 'N' TRICKS

TiP 1:

LOW BATTERY DETECTION

When operating from a battery powered supply, it is
important for a circuit to be able to determine when the
battery charge is insufficient for normal operation of the
circuit. Typically, this is a comparator-based circuit, similar
to the Programmable Low Voltage Detect (PLVD)
peripheral. If the PLVD peripheral is not available in the
microcontroller, a similar circuit can be constructed using
a comparator and a few external components (see
Figures 1 and 2). The circuit in Figure 1 assumes that the

Figure 1:
VDD

Regulated supply
R3

Low Battery
01

Enable

TiP 2:

microcontroller is operating from a regulated supply
voltage; the circuit in Figure 2 assumes that the
microcontroller supply is unregulated.
The comparator will trip when the battery voltage:
VBATT = 5.7V: Rl = 33k, R2 = 10k, R3 = 39k, R4 = 10k,
VDD = 5V.
In Figure 1, resistors Rl and R2 are chosen to place
the voltage at the non-inverting input at approximately
25% of VDD. R3 and R4 are chosen to set the inverting
input voltage equal to the noninverting input voltage, when
VBATI
Figure 2:
the battery voltage is equal to
Unregulated supply the minimum operating voltage
for the system.
Comparator will trip when
VBATT = 3V: Rl = 33k, R2 =
10k and R3 = 470Q.
Low Battery
In Figure 2, resistor R3 is
chosen to bias diode Dl
above its forward voltage,
when VBATT is equal to the
minimum battery voltage for
14--+----<I:KI Enable
the system . Resistors Rl and
R2 are chosen to set the
inverting input voltage equal
to the forward voltage of D1.

FASTER CODE FOR DETECTING CHANGE

When using a comparator to monitor a sensor, it is often
just as important to know when a change occurs as it is to
know what the change is. To detect a change in the output
of a comparator, the traditional method has been to store
a copy of the output and periodically compare the held
value to the actual output to determine the change (see
Example 1).
This routine requires five instructions for each test, nine
instructions if a change occurs and one RAM location for
storage of the old output state.
A faster method for microcontrollers with a single

comparator is to use the comparator interrupt flag to
determine when a change has occurred.
The routine in Example 2 requires two instructions for
each test, three instructions if a change occurs and no
RAM storage.
If the interrupt flag cannot be used, or if two comparators
share an interrupt flag, an alternate method that uses the
comparator output polarity bit can be applied.
The routine in Example 3 requires two instructions for
each test, five instructions if a change occurs and no GPR
storage.

Examples:
Test
MOVF hold,w
XORWF CMCON,w
ANDLW COUTMASK
BTFSC STATUS,Z
RETLW 0
MOVF CMCON,w
ANDLW COUTMASK
MOVWF hold
IORLW CHNGBIT
RETURN
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;

get old Cout
compare to new Cout

;

if

;

;
;
;
;

1

return nno change"
if not , get new Cout
remove all other bits
store in holding var.
add change flag
~

~

ELECTRO NICS WORLD .

Test
BTFSS
RETLW
BTFSS
RETLW

2
PIR1,CMIF

;test comparator flag
0
;if clear, return a 0
CMCON,COUT ;test Cout
CHNGBIT
;if clear return
;CHNGFLAG
RETLW COUTMASK + CHNGBIT ;if set,
; return both

DECEMBER 2006

Test
BTFSS
RETLW
MOVLW
XORWF
BTFSS
RETLW

3

CMCON,COUT ;test Cout
0
;if clear, return 0
CINVBIT
;if set, invert Cout
CMCON,f
; forces Cout to 0
CMCON,CINV ;test Cout polarity
CHNGFLAG
;if clear, return
;CHNGFLAG
RETLW COUTMASK + CHNGFLAG;if set,
;return both

TIPS 'N' TRICKS

TiP 3:

HYSTERESIS

When the voltages on a comparator's input are nearly equal,
external noise and switching noise from inside the microcontroller
can cause the comparator output to oscillate or "chatter". To
prevent chatter, some of the comparator output voltage is fed
back to the non-inverting input of the comparator to form
hysteresis (see Figure 3 below). Hysteresis moves the comparator

Input

)--------4

Next, choose resistor values that satisfy Equation 4 and calculate
the equivalent resistance using Equation 5.
Note: A continuous current will flow through R1 and R2. To limit
the power dissipation in R1 and R2, the total resistance of R1 and
R2 should be at least 1k. The total resistance of R1 and R2
should also be kept below 10K to keep the size of R3 small.
Large values for R3, 100k-10MQ, can produce voltage offsets at
the non-inverting input due to the comparator's input bias current.
VAVG

=

REO

=

>---e---o Output

R1

Voo * R2

(4)

R1 + R2
R1 * R2
R1 + R2

(5)

R3
Then , determine the feedback divider ratio DR, using Equation 4.

VDD

(VTH - VTL)
DR= - - - -Voo
Figure 3:
Comparator With Hysteresis

threshold up when the input is below it, and down when the input
is above the threshold. The result is that the input must overshoot
the threshold to cause a change in the comparator output. If the
overshoot is greater than the noise present on the input, the
comparator output will not chatter.
To calculate the resistor values required, first determine the
high and low threshold values which will prevent chatter (VTH and
VTL). Using VTH and VTL, the average threshold voltage can be
calculated using Equation 3.
VAVG

TiP 4:

=

Voo * VTL
Voo - VTH + VTL

(3)

(6)

Finally, calculate the feedback resistor R3 using Equation 4.

R3

=REO

(7)

[(--'------) -1]

DR

Example:
· A VDD = 5.0V, VH = 3.0V and VL = 2.5V
· VAVG = 2.77V
· R = 8.2k and R2 = 10k gives a VAVG = 2.75V
· REQ = 4.5k
· DR = 0.1
· R3 = 39k (40.5 calculated)
· VHACT = 2.98V
· VLACT = 2.46V

PULSE WIDTH MEASUREMENT

To measure the high or low pulse width of an incoming
analogue signal, the comparator can be combined with
Timer1 and the Timer1 Gate input option (see Figure 4).
Timer1 Gate acts as a count enable for Timer1. If the input is
low, Timer1 will count. If the T1G input is high, Timer1 does
not count. Combining T1G with the comparator allows the
designer to measure the time between a high-to-Iow output
change and a low-to-high output change .
To make a measurement between a low-to-high and a highto-low transition, the only change required is to set the CINV
bit in the comparator CMCON register, which inverts the
comparator output.
Because the output of the comparator can change

asynchronously with the Timer1 clock, only comparators with
the ability to synchronise their output with the Timer1 clock

Voo

Figure 4: Comparator
with Timer1 And T1 G
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The winner of the

Electronics Worlll
VDD

Figure 5

Microchip MPlAB ICD2
Development Kit
Competition is

JOHN WORTHINGTON
should be used and their C2SYNC bits should be set.
If the on-chip comparator does not have the ability to
synchronise its output to the Timerl clock, the output can be
synchronised externally using a discrete D flip-flop (see Figure 5).
Note: The flip-flop must be falling edge triggered to prevent a
race condition.

of Philadelphia Scientific
in Bolton, England

The Dataman 40Pro, 48Pro and 448Pro are
the next generation universal programmers
built to meet the demands of field,
development and production engineers.
• Extensive range of adapters available
• 30 day money back guarantee
• Same day dispatch
• Free software updates and technical support

Programming Solutions
www.dataman.com

Dataman Programmers Ltd. Station Road
Maiden Newton, Dorset DT2 OAE UK
Tel (01300) 320719
Fax (01300) 321012

www.microtech-solutions.co.uk
Learn about PIC microcontrollers
Training / deve lopment board. Complete board ready to use out of the box . Tutoria ls and library to start you in
programmjng, from scratch . Learn how to program and assemble programs & correct errors.
Board contains : 8 x leds, Ix 2 line LCD display , 3x 7segment displays, 4 x sw itches, 1 x potentiometer, 1 x speaker
onboard programmer with serial interface. Comes complete with regulated power suppJy & assembler program.
PIC 16F870 processor included
Allows you to utilise the full range of the PIC chip, program sounds, AID conversion etc.
Program your own characters on the LCD display, convert binary to BCD and di splay on LED or LCD display, routines
supplied for you to examine modify and use in your own programs.
Check our website for full details, further kits available soon
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RoHS
Living with RoHS - the big questions
Q:

I have some concerns regarding the
disposal of end-of-life and obsolete
electronic equipment. I recently decided
to dispose of a fairly large amount of the
aforementioned materia] and asked two
staff members to sort it into mechanical
and electrical/electronic waste. We soon
ended up with a large pi Ie of PCBs,
motors, transformers and battery packs
most of which were of the NiCd and
NiMh type, although there was also a fair
quantity of sealed read-acid units.
My next step was to phone my local
waste disposal facility as I was keen that
this waste should be disposed of correctly.
They asked us to bring it to the site where
it would be weighed and we would be
charged a minimum of £57. On arrival at
the site to pay the disposal charge, I asked
the weighbridge operator what was going
to happen to the waste and if it was going
to be processed correctly, he then
informed me that the material would be
sorted and sent for processing, and that it
was to be placed in "Skip 8".
Skip 8 contained old pallets amongst
other waste and I find it very difficurt to
believe that all this material was going
anywhere else than in the landfi I I am
not knowledgeable in the laws concerning
landfill operations, but this is surely not
acceptable. The copy of the weighbridge
ticket for 570kg of 'Trade and Other
Waste' also included the usual landfill tax.
I feel very angry after putting so much
time and effort into trying to ensure that
this potentially dangerous cocktail of
materials is disposea of safely, only to find
out that it is to be buried in the ground
along with everything else. It seems to me
that although we are constantly told to be
environmentally conscious, produce less
pollution and recycle more, the local
authorities have little or no interest in
anything else but filling large holes in the
ground and possibly even rarger holes in
their annual budgets with the profits from
this environmentally-unfriendfy activity.
I would like to hear your views on this
and, if possible, the views of other readers
if they have had similar experiences.

n

Spencer Davis, Head of Department,
Service and Technical Support
Automatic Doors Ltd, UK

A:

This is a really good question and one that will be asked
more and more as the WEEE deadline looms. Local waste
disposal facilities typically aren't set up to handle business
waste. Organisations need to call in recycling companies
rather than use civic amenity sites (that are operated

around domestic collections in the main) if they want to
responsibly dispose of electronic equipment. Recycling
companies such as B2B Compliance (www.b2bcompliance
.org.uk) or RID UK (www.getrid.uk.com) can handle this
sort of collection. They will charge a fee to collect and
recycle electronic equipment and can also provide a
detailed description of what is done with the materials
should, it be requested.

I'm a bit confused about where test
Q: equipment
falls. I thought it had been
identified as Category 9 (control and
monitoring equipment). This has been the
view held by all the consultants I have
asked in the past but recently I've heard
rumours that test instrumentation was not
Category 9 and was, therefore, not excluded
from RoHS. Can you clarify this please?

A:

Yes, it is confusing as there is no 'test equipment' category
as such. However, most test equipment measures
something, for example, by monitoring voltage,
temperature, current or frequency, and indicating the value.
This indication of the value may also be used to control it.
One indicative example listed in Annex IB of the WEEE
directive is "measuring, weighing or adjusting appliances
for households or as laboratory equipment". Most people
interpret measuring equipment for laboratories to be the
same as test equipment, which is often used to measure
things in laboratories. Therefore, it is the generally held
opinion that most test equipment is in Category 9, although
it might be unwise to say that all test equipment is in this
category.
For further reading on this I'd recommend downloading
the latest report on Categories 8/9 from the European
Commission's website, www.europa.eu.

People are starting to talk about EuP. Will
Q: the
classifications be similar to RoHS?
A:

RoHS applies to the eight categories from WEEE. EuP (the
Energy-Using Products Directive) does not refer to RoHS or
WEEE at all. It is attempting to reduce environmental impact
in a wide range of product sectors. Beyond the broad scope
of the directive (energy using products excluding transport),
nothing is fixed yet. Eventually, there will be implementing
measures defined with specific product scopes and
requirements. These do not exist as yet. For more
information on the scope of EuP and how it wi ll be
implemented, please visit Electronics Design World at
www.farnellinone.com.

Gary Nevison is chairman o/the AFDEC RoHS team, board
director at Electronics Yorkshire and head 0/product market
strategy at Farnell In One. As such he is our industry expert who
will try and answer any questions that you might have relating
to the issues 0/ RoHS and WEE£. Your questions will be
published together with Gary s answers in the following issues
0/Electronics World. Please email your questions to
EWeditor@nexusmedia.com marA-lng them as RoHS or WEE£.
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The Scourge of the

UKDlCOlUMN

FLAT PANEL DISPLAY
DATA SHEET
By Chris Williams, UKDL
f you walk into your local electrical retailer's showroom, you will
see a wide range of flat panel TVs on sale. Most of them will
have a statement on the sales literature to the effect of "this
TV has a contrast ratio of 1,000:1", or "5,000:1", or even
"10,000:1" .
Which one to choose? Faced with just this information, how can
any consumer tell which is better and which is best? Answer they can't! - because the information is downright misleading and,
generally, useless. Let's explore what this actually means.
The technical term 'contrast ratio' can have a number of
different definitions, depending on which learned society or
institute is reporting the data, but a general 'rule of thumb'
definition would be:

I

but these can easily cost over £10 per square inch. This is
suitable for a TV where the cost of the front filter would be more
than the total cost of the rest of the set.
In a typical room, during a sunny day, the brightness of the
incident light on the screen directly from the windows, or reflecting
off the walls and ceilings, may be between 1000 lux and 10,000
lux. This incident light will then reflect off the screen and f'f"'IIYlnata.
with the light from the TV image itself. Look at the numbers below
and remember that this fictional TV has a calculated contrast ratio
of 4,000:1.
In a dimly lit room , there may be 25cd/m 2 reflected light from
the screen. Using our TV set from above:
CR =

CR

=

brightness of a segment that is "on"
brightness of a segment that is "off"

In a plasma or LCD Tv, where the screen brightness of an
illuminated pixel is 400 candelas/metre 2 , and the brightness of
the "off" pixel next to it is (say) 0.1 candelas/metre 2 , then we
have an apparent CR of 400/0.1 = 4,000.
Pretty good display, huh! The whites will be bright and the blacks
will be black. Just the job! Hold on though, life isn't that simple. If
you choose to view the TV in a room with the lights off and with
blackout curtains in place, so there is absolutely no ambient light
whatsoever in the room, the above rule works and the manufacturers' claims are "true".
In real life, most people don't have a totally dark room, and as
soon as there is ambient light around (room lights on, curtains are
open, sunlight getting into the room), then the rules change,
because as soon as any ambient light shines on to the display
screen, the contrast ratio calculations change dramatically. The
new calculation then becomes:
CR =

brightness of "on" segment + light reflected from screen
brightness of "off" segment + light re"Aected from screen

So, the contrast ratio is suddenly dependent on how much of
the ambient light in the room can reflect off the screen back
towards the viewer. As the level of this reflected light increases, so
the contrast ratio reduces. Let's do the numbers:
For a glass screen at the front of a display, there is typically 4%
rei1ection of the incident light from each surface. For a plain glass
screen at the front of a plasma or LCD TV, up to 8% of the incident
light will be reflected. Of course, manufacturers can improve this
figure by treating the front screen to improve the anti-reflection and
anti-glare properties, which will reduce the figure down from 8%
towards 4%, or even 2%, but these measures are expensive. As a
comparative, aircraft cockpit displays have front surface optical
filters that result in less than 0.5% of incident light being reflected,

brightness of "on" segment + light reflected from screen
brightness of "off" segment + light reflected from screen
400 + 25
= 450:1
0.1 + 25

In a very brightly lit room, there may be 150cd/m 2 (or more)
reflected light from the screen. The contrast ratio will now
become:
CR

=

400 + 150
0.1 + 150

3.66

So, surprise, surprise, the maths shows why we see what
know to be true - we can't see a TV properly in very bright
sunlight. So, if the real-life contrast ratio is going to be
somewhere between 450 and 3.6, why do we have
manufacturers claiming 4,000:1 and higher?
The same story above is true of every application using
displays in high levels of ambient light. It explains why often
display at the "through the wall " cash machine cannot be
when it is sunny, and why passenger information displays at
Waterloo station can be difficult to read . As human beings, we'- ......~-....riIII
need to see an adequate contrast ratio in an image, in order for
our brain to distinguish what is going on. The actual contrast
ratio we need changes according to the task. If we are si
reading text, we need a contrast ratio of about 10:1 to read
without discomfort. If we are watching a video, we need a
contrast ratio of about 40:1 if we are to gather all of the
information in the image.
So, we should not be taken in by advertisers' spurious
about the performance of their displays. What we need is a
display with a contrast ratio of just 40:1, but measured
TV set is at home, placed just about anywhere, with the
or the curtains open.
Chris Wi/Iiams is Network Director at UK Displays & Lighting KTN
(Knowledge Transfer Network)
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Sink Box Back O n The Menu At Hammond
Hammond Electronics has re-introduced the sevenstrong Sink Box range of extruded aluminium cases,
designed for the horizontal mounting of PCBs or
chassis. The four larger sizes are designed for the
direct horizontal housing of 3U Eurocards, 160, 220
or 280mm deep.
The cards or chassis can be mounted directly into
slots in the sides of the enclosure or, for heavier
components or assemblies, three T mounting slots,
one in the top and two in the base, are provided.
Further two T slots are provided in the base to enable
the enclosure to be fixed to wall brackets, a belt loop

Standard RFI
Shielding Cans O n
C onvenient PickAnd-Place Reels
RFI screening
specialist,
Tecan, is now
offering a
select range of
standard cans
on pick-andplace tape
reels for the
convenience of
small, medium
and highvolume OEMs
and CEMs.
They are
exclusively
available in the
UK from Hitek
Electronic
Materials.
The standard
pitch screening cans offer design engineers a fast and
effective means of sourcing radio frequency interference
(RFI) screening solutions at optimum cost for pick-andplace manufacturing.
The range offers many sizes and options, allowing users
to select components which assure both maximum RFI
performance and compatibility with individual production
requirements. Based on standard component pitches, the
cans can be supplied in either fence and spring-finger lid
or five-sided can formats.
Within the two formats offered for pick and place, Tecan
offers 20x20mm, 30x20mm, 30x30mm, 50x25mm and
50x50mm in three heights of 2.5mm, 5mm and 10mm.
www.tecan.co.uk
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or another enclosure.
The top of the units have heat
sink fins across the entire surface;
both aluminium end-panels are
removable with plastic bezels
which can be fitted or discarded
as required. The units are
supplied in natural or black
anodised finish. Drawings in PDF
and AutoCAD format can be
downloaded from
www.hammondmfg.com

Miniature
Capacitors For
Better Sound Quality
Passives specialist AVX is offering its high TU series of
capacitors - known for its high capacitance versus voltage
ratio - in a yet smaller size, allowing for increased sound
quality at miniature dimensions in smaller handheld devices.
Displaying a maximum height of 1.2mm, the parts offer a
capacitance versus voltage ratio of 220IJF 4V in a miniature
1210 footprint. The devices are the first on the market to
offer this degree of capacitance in T case size. Parts also
deliver a capacitance tolerance of ±20% and an operating
temperature range between -55°C and +125°C. Complying
with RoHS requirements, the TU consumer series is ready for
3x reflow, 2600C peak temperature lead-free assembly
systems.
Designed for high audio performance in PDAs, mobile
phones, MP3 players and digital cameras, the new capacitor
should bring deep bass, low frequency performance into
smaller designs.
Also available in standard EIA case sizes A, B, C D and the
low profile W.
www.avx.com

Watch "ur" PCB
PCB-POOL has spent the last 18
months to develop a new information
service, called 'Watch .. ur" PCS'.
Customers can find out about their
order and monitor the progress of their
PCB through each manufacturing stage.
They can log into their personal account
and view high resolution photographic
images of their current order.
Whether drilling, exposure, tin
stripping, UV curing or hot air levelling
(surface finish), customers can view the
process as a large picture.
The images available are exact
representations of what the customer
will receive. Pictures of the boards can
be sent as a Zip file, and notifications
of new images sent bye-mail, which will
allow for speedy information.
As such, if there is a layout problem
or a data issue, then the users can
discover this long before the board
arrives to their premises. This way, the
customer can react much quicker and
send PCB-POOL new files for an
immediate restart of production. The
customer can plan in advance to
remedy any errors and prepare for redesign, hence saving valuable time and
money.
www.pcb-pool.com or freephone UK:
0800 3898560

Acoustics Module
Simulates Sounds
Scientists and engineers interested in creating and measuring sound or
acoustic waves will find new simulation capabilities in the COMSOL
product line - the Acoustics Module. It is ideal for examining linear
mechanical wave phenomena in structures and fluids. It is designed
specifically for those who work with devices that generate, measure and
use acoustic waves. Users can easily model wave propagation in solids
and stationary fluids, as well as study aeroacoustics in moving fields.
The module provides a variety of application modes, which offer tailored
user interfaces loaded with predefined settings important for acoustics
applications. Users create or import geometries, fine-tune the physics
settings and solve the problem.
Several features make the Acoustics Module particularly adept at
addressing this range of applications. For instance, the theoretical domain
of most acoustic problems is infinity, but modelling that domain is beyond
the capabilities of any computer. To allow the successful modelling of a
truncated well-defined space, the Acoustics Module uses perfectly
matched layers (PMLs), a technique that has emerged as perhaps the
most convenient yet accurate way to truncate an open acoustic
environment.
A PML is an additional domain that absorbs incident radiation without
producing reflections; it provides good performance for a wide range of
incidence angles and is not very sensitive to the shape of the wave
fronts.
Another key element of acoustic studies is damping, and the Acoustics
Module offers three ways of introducing absorption in both solids and
fluids: using the Delany-Sazley method where the user enters a flow
reSistivity; by entering a specific absorption coefficient; or with a generalabsorption method where users can import complex material data from
measurements on a damping material.
www.comsol.com

Cost-Effective
Heating Pads For
Custom Needs
To meet the needs of the most demanding heating applications,
a comprehensive custom heating pad design and manufacturing service is offered by electro-mechanical thermal
management specialist ACAL Radiatron. The capability has
recently been further expanded with the introduction of high
power density printed-element heater pads, operating at
temperatures up to 65°C and 'smart' self-regulating heater
mats for lower temperatures.
The pads can be produced in virtually any shape or form and
may be flexible or rigid depending on end-user needs. With
extremely low thermal mass they can be designed to offer fastacting or steady heatflow, evenly distributed right across the
pad surface avoiding excessive thermal gradients, cold spots or
can be zoned into selective areas.
In addition, the company now offers self-regulating heat pads
which change their resistance in proportion to the surrounding
ambient temperature - so the colder it becomes the harder the

heater works. They are manufactured using a specialised PTC
polymer printed ink element which features interleaved bus bar
technology to produce multiple parallel circuits across its
surface. Ideal for lower temperature start-up, anti-{;ondensation
or defrost requirements - examples include self-governing
automotive, scientific and industrial heating requirements. The
pads respond quickly to ambient temperature variations to costeffectively maintain an optimised and regular operating
temperature, typically from -60 0 C to 70 0 C.
www.acal-radiatron.com
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Beta Layout Ltd

BVM

'11-'111

www.pcb-pool.com

www.bvm-store.com/

The Best Value Online PCB Prototyping
Service Available:
Instant on line quotations & ordering (no
--,----_.--- •.
pre registration).
=:~~=We offer the following:
• No minimum quantity. • No tooling
charges. • No drill umitations. • I to 6
layers (prototype quantities) ' 2 layers (small production batches) • Fr4,1.6mm.35
um,HASL (Pb free/RohSJWeee) • Soldermask / Silkscreen (optional) • Leadtimes from 2-8
working days • Full DRC on all orders ( we manually check every file IJI). • PCB-POOL@
accepts direct outputs from 15 major layout softwares (see our website for details)
Download our fully functional PCB LAYOUT software FREE of charge.

Suppliers of computer boards and systems
for embedded application. Comprehensive
ranges of standard boards and systems are
described on the website together with a
family of uh:ra slim panel PCs for Kiosk and
information display systems.
In addition the company offer a
customisation service for both CPU and I/O boards and complete assembled systems.
Typical applications range for point of sale terminals to traffic management systems.
Call 01489 780144 to discuss your system requirements or email saleS@bvmh:d.co.uk

Free Phone : 0800 3898560

Hobb Lone, Hedge End, Southampton, 5030 OGH

Class-d Design
Limited

Conford
Electronics

www.class-d.com

www.confordelec.co.uk

Established to give a cost effective solution to
audio, lighting, general electronic design and
manufacture for the leisur"e, commercial,
industrial, domestic mari<ets. Linear and Class-

;'~==..:..=.=_
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d design amplification including PFC power" supplies. Full design through to manufacture
and installation.
• Manufacturing equipment • Plastic injection moulding • Die-casting · Sunface Mount
production • Full volume manufacturing • Supplying sound systems • Energy saving •
Lighting systems • LED lighting • Fluorescent Lighting ballasts

DB Technology
www.dbtechnology.co.ukl
Anechoic chamber" and open area test site.
• Compliance Tests
• Fixes included. FCC Listed.
• Flexible houriy booking available.
• Rapid, accurate pre-compliance tests.

Future Technology
Devices
International Ltd

BVM Limited

Lightweight portable battery/mains
audio units offering the highest technical
penformance. Microphone, Phantom
Power and Headphone Amplifiers.
Balanced/unbalanced signal lines with
extensive RFI protection. Specialists
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Designer
Systems Co
www.designersystems.co.uk
Electronic product design company with
over a decade of experience promoting
it's own product range and designing and
manufacturing innovative products for
client companies/individuals.

FTT
www.ftt.co.uklPICProTrng.html
m (a Microchip Consultant Partner &

<http://wvwv.ftdichip.com> Future Technology
Devices Intemational (FTDI) Ltd. are specialists in providing IC devices and modules which
allow for intenfacing legacy peripherals to Universal Serial Bus (USB). We offer the easiest
route to USB migration by combining USB-Serlal (USB-RS232) and USB-FIFO silicon
solutions with our r-eady-to-go roya~ free USB drlvers
<htlpJ/wvwv.ftdichip.com/FTDrivers.htm> . FTDI's "total" solutions offer reduced development and debug costs and a fast time to manket.

Training Partner) has developed a range of
courses - both distance leaming and
instnuctor led - covering Assembly and C
- --.- --Programming of PIC 16, PIC 18, PIC24 and
~liI!!IIII!i5I
dsPIC microcontrollers. For each
processor family there are both C and
Assembly programming courses at: • FOUNDATION LEVEL & • INTERMEDIATE LEVEL.
For information about these courses, advanced cour"Ses and workshops such as: •Advanced
C Embedded & Real Time Programming 'TCP/IP & Ethemet 'USB 'CAN 'OSP 'Motor"
Control • programming using Real Time Operating Systems such as uCOSII, CMX & Salvo
and 'other microcontroller"S, please inquire.

Call us on 0141 4292777 or email salesl@ftdichip.com

Tel: 020 8669 0769 Email: pictrng@ftt.co.uk

www.ftdichip.com

C%ur screen shot and text is just

£350

+ vat for

12 f770nths

Website Directory
To reserve your website space phone Matthew Oawe 01322 611261
or email matthewdawe@nexusmedia.com
Hammond
Electronics

A1HAMMOND
W MANU&1CTURINGTM

www.hammondmfg.com
Hammond Electronics is one of the world's leading manufacturers of small plastic, die-cast
and metal enclosures for use in the professional and hobbyist electronics, electrical and allied
sectors. The well-known Eddystone range of die-cast aluminium enclosures is a Hammond
brand. In the UK, product is available from the company itself or a number of major
catalogue and specialised enclosure distributms. Visit www.hammondmfg.com
to see the full range of products and to download PDF and AutoCAD files
of each unit; for specific technical information or to place an order, call 01256 812812.

MicroRobotics

------,----'----

Microchip
Technologies
http://www.mlcrochlp.com/
Microchip Technology Inc. is a leading
provider of microcontroller and
analogue semiconductors, providing
low-risk product development. lower total system cost and faster time to market for
thousands of diverse customer applications worldwide. Microchip designs, manufactur-es,
and mari<ets a variety of high perfolmance components for high volume, cost-effective
embedded control solutions, including 8- and 16-bit PIC® microcontrollers; dsPIC®
digrtal signal controllers; development kits; serial EEPROMs, more than 350 mixed-signal
analogue and interface products; KEELOQ secure data tlansmission products; and the
PowerSmali:® family of smali: battery management products. Microchip's product
solutions feature compact size, integrated functionality, and ease of development.

Nohau
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www,mlcrorobotlcs,co,uk

www,nohau,co,uk

Micro-Robotics is a Cambridge-based
manufacturer of custom and off-the-shelf
... ......... -'.'_
........ ......._ ...
tI_-..._
embedded control solutions and
. ... .... ...-...
components. The company's VM-I creditu ...._ _ ........ _
~,. . .....
card-sized contr-ol computer is ideal for a
wide range of applications.
When used with the Mio-o-Robotics proprietary Venom-SC object-oriented programming language, the VM-I controller can handle analogue and digital I/O, graphical user
interfaces, communication protocols, data and text files and many other- functions.
This combination of powerful processor, easy to use application software and comprehensive I/O resources will make the VM-I highly suitable for applications such as
intelligent instruments, hand-held devices, industrial automation and process control
systems, security systems and similar other applications.

Embedded Development Tools and
OEM products. Nohau UK Ltd are
specialists in embedded system
development tools, softwar-e stacks
and OEM products.
• Compilers, RTOS, TCP/IP
• Jtag & BDM debuggers, emulators
• Proglammers
• USB Stacks
• USB Protocol Analysers and
Factory Testers
• Bluetooth Analysers
• Bluetooth Selial POIi: Modules

Proteus Design
Suite

Spellman High
Voltage Electronics
Corporation
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www,labcenter,co,uk
The Proteus Design Suite from Labcenter
Electronics Ltd provides a unified development
environment for- the professional electl-onics
engineer. From schematic capture, thr-ough
simulation to PCB design Proteus delivers a cost-effective solution designed to streamline the
development lifecycle and reduce the time to market Proteus also includes the worlds first
schematic based microcontrollersimulation technology, allowing you to test and debug your
microcontrollerapplication alongside any analog and digital electronics connected to ft This
enables parallel development, reduces costly prototyping revisions,
simplifies testing and saves both time and money. With free SUppOIi: direct from the
program authors, the Proteus Design Suite is the total solution, from concept to completion.

Surplectronics
www.surplectronlcs.com
Surplectronics is a brand new electronics
components e-Stor-e with a difference. We
specialise in popular electronic components
from leading manufacturers at rock bottom
prices that you won't find elsewhere.
New lines are aniving every day and
many of our p,-oducts are one-off specials that may not be repeated.
Our products are all new, unused and are fully guaranteed. Ordering is simple, with UK
shipment fr-ee for- orders over [sO and payment is completed credit card. Goods are
shipped that day for prompt delivery.

Surplectronics - serious about surplus. Tel: 0870 850 5258

•
•
•
•
•

..

Automotive & Industrial Communications
CAN interfaces
CANopen bus stacks
IC test probes and adapters
BGA test sockets

www.spellmanhv.com
Spellman High Voh:age Electronics Corporation is the world's leading independent
manufacturer of high voltage dc power supplies, X-ray generators, and Monoblock® X-Ray
Sources. Established in 1947, Spellman is a trusted supplier to the medical, industlial and
scientifiC communities, serving diverse applications such as: CT Scanning, Bone Densitometry,
Non-Destr1Jctive Testing, Analytical X-Ray, Ion Implantation, E-Beam Lithography, Explosive
Detection/Baggage Screening, Telecommunications, Mass Spectrometry, Electrophoresis, and
numerous others. Spellman's IS0900 1:2000 & 1400 I ceri:ified, vertically-integrated, global
facilities encompass over 250,000 sq. ft. of manufacturing space. Spellman's product line sets
the industry standard for high voltage innovation

Telnet Ltd

SPECIAL OFFERS

www.telnet.uk.com
Suppliers of quality second-user test
and measurement equipment at prices
you can afford. Manuals and accessories
supplied. If you would like a quote,
please call. We also purchase your'
sUI-plus test equipment. Please call us for " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
the best offers.

TElNET
I Stoney Court, Hotchkiss Way, Binley Industrial Estate, CV3 2RL
Tel: 024 76650702 Fax: 024 76650773
Mobile: 07860 400683
Email: dales@telnet.uk.com

Products & Services
ADVERI1SING ENQUIRES CONTACI'MATIHEW ON 01322 611 261

ADVERTISING

ELEaRONICS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

EMC ADVERTISING GIFTS
Promotional .Pens

. ,«\t. , . Parl<er, Sheaffer .
'r~.,,'J Cross - ONLINE .
www.emcadgifts.co.ul(:
EMC ADVERTISING GIFTS
Phone f a x e mail for Ca talogues

tel : 0845 345 1064
fax : 0845 345 1065

sales@emcadgifts.co.ul(
EMC ADVERTISING GIFTS
Easy-to-buy
.. .,«\t. •. Promotional Gifts
r ••

,,~,#

-ONLINE

www.emcadgifts.co.ul(
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ARrICLEs. WANTED

!

TOP PRICES PAID
For all your valves,
tubes, semi conductors
and ICs.

Langrex Supplies Limited
1Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CRO 2QP
TEL: 020 8684 1166 FAX: 020 8684 3056

ANSMANN ENERGY (UK) LIMITED
Units 19/20, Maple Park, Essex Road,
Hoddesdon, Herts, ENll OEX, UK
Tel: +44(0) 870 609 2233
Fax: +44 (0) 870 609 2234
Email: info@ansmann.co.uk
Web: www.ansmann.co.uk

COMPONENTS WANTED
Components wanted

EMBEDDED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
t/
t/
t/
t/
t/

REAL TIME SYSTEMS DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT

TESTING

DEVICE DRIVERS, B SPs, LIBRARIES, FIRMWARE
SAFETY CRITICAL TO S I L3, MISRA-C:2004, POSIX, VXWORKS
V M E, c PCI , PC104 OR CUSTOM H ARDWARE

Tel:
01293 817635
Web: www.harmonicss.co.uk
Email : sales@harmonicss.co.uk

ENCLOSURE DESIGN

Excess/Surplus

www.mushroom.co.uk

&

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING - TMS320, SHARC, Dsp56K

CREATIVE PRODUCT DESIGN

Premium quality at
a competitive price

PCB MANUFAaURE
~pCiS '7/7Friii/r '\j
,

~ , .~

01234 363611

Prototype PTH ~
PCBs from just

~~. £30.00

will collect anywhere in Europe
Instant Cash Settlement

~~\ Prices published at
'W-ww.pcbtrain.com

Th"ll'oI(llIlg 10Wlult louru' for Prototype PCB, frolll I iJl,lyers ~

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT & MANUFAUUR

+44 (O) 1635 40347
f 144 (0) 1635 36143 e p<btrain " newbu ry.t<om.<o.uk

FOR SALE
I II 11= c:::i. r-1I
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~
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PCB DESIGN & MANUFACTURE
for both the Hobbyist and Professional
pces deSigned and produced from:
• Notes
• Descriptions

•
•

Schematics
Print - out.

• Specifications
• Gerbers

Available With or without component assembly

. , l·:. '. ~

:

Produc~&Sennces
ADVERTISING ENQUIRES CONTACf MATIHEW ON 01322611 261

PCB MANUFAauRE

POWER

TAPE REEllNG 8, SERVICE

TOROIDAL
TRANSFORMERS

www.rak.co.uk - data@rak.co.uk
24 Hour Service
Quality Prototype and Small Quantity
Printed Circuits Fast

@ Product Range 10va - 6kva
@ Short Lead Times
@ Large or Short Production Runs
@ Very Fast Prototype Service
@ All products manufactured in UK

Single Sided • Double Sided
Multi Layer • PTFE • RoHS Compliant
Silver & Gold • SMD Assembly
Unit 12, Shirehill Industrial Estate, Saffron \X1alden,
Essex CBll 3AQ

Tel: 01799 526227 Fax: 01799 525107

'POWER SUPPLIES
The World's Leading Independent
Manufacturer of High Voltage DC
Power Supplies, X-Ray Generators,
& Monoblock X-Ray Sources.

TIGER TOROIDS LTD

SMD TAPING &
REELING SERVICES

Unit 5 Pulham Market Hall,
Station Road, Pulham Market
Diss, Norfolk, IP21 4XF

Tel: 00 44 (0)1582412323
Email: sales@actioncircuits.com
www.actioncircuits.com

DEVICE PROGAMMIN
SERVICES

Tel: 01379 608 868
Fax: 01379 608 871

SERVICES
POWER SUPPLY DESIGN
Switched Mode PSU
Power Factor Correction
deSigned to your specification

action circuits
(U K) LIM I TE 0

Tel/Fax: 01243 842520
e·mail: eugenJus@cix.co.uk

device programming & reeling specialists

Let Us Transform Your Ideas Into Reality.

Broomers Park, Unit #14
Broomers HIli Lane Pullborough
West Sussex, RH20 2RY, England

~
'I SRel1 man<8
~
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Tel: +44(0) 1798 877000
Fax: +44(0) 1798 872479
Email: Sales@SpellmanHV.co.uk

PRODua DEVELOPMENT

.111".

Lomond Electronic Services

I.C. PROGRAMMING
& LASER MARKING
SERVICES

MICROCONTROLLER
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Tel: 0044 (0}1582 412323
Email: sales@actioncircuits.com
www.actioncircuits.com
Turn·key product design, re·design (including RoHS) and
manufacturing services to allow your business to stay
competitive and meet your customers needs.
• Wide development coverage
including telecommUnications,
broadcast, industnal, automotive,
white goods and commercial.
• Industrial safety & control products.
• GSM/GPRS telemetry via SMS or
data (TCP/IP) for M2M.
• GPS enabled systems for asset
tracking, security or monitoring .

• Ethemet/WiF1 telemetry .
• Broadcast audio & video routing
and interfaCing systems.
• Automotive audio visual,
security and accessories.
• Robotics for education or
the hobbyist.
• ProfesSional DVD and network
video player accessories.

email sales@designersystems.co.uk
tel/fax +44 (0) 1872223306
web www.designersystems.co.uk

Designer:
Systems:

MICROCHIP

Consultant Program 5:;1:1 '. '1~d Member

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT
•
•
•
•
•

Microcontroller Softwares
PC / Palmtop Softwares
Many Years of experience
Professional Approach
Latest Development Tools
LA ELECTRO APPLIANCES (P) LTD

PCB MANUFAaURE
PCB MANUFACTURE
VISIT

PC8-VALUE.CO.UK

FOR

- REAL-TIME QUOTES CALCULATOR
- LOW COST, EVEN FOR SMALL QUANTITIES
-A QUALITY SERVICE YOU CAN TRUST
-ON-LINE PURCHASING OPTION
-PCB LAYOUT DESIGN

~E~N~L~JJ
LIMITED

UNIT 39, LANSDOWN IND . EST.
CHELTENHAM, GLOS, GL51 8PL
TEL: 01242 587700

TRANSFORMER AMNUFAUURE

SERVICES

• Prototypes at a fraction of the cost
• Tooling and setup included
• Industry standard quality
. Any contour

Follow up Services Runs .
CAM/CAD Consulting •
ONUNE Quotations .
ISO-Approved .

FOR SALE

To advertise
here call

Matthew on
01322 611261

Specialist in Ferrite coil Winding since 1976
Committed to delivering Quality Bespoke components, on time,
by building on our sucess of supplying our customers with
what they want, when they want it.

Nimrod Way, Femdown Industrial Estate, Wimbome, Dorset BH21 7SH
Tel: 01202872101 Fax: 01202872087
E-Mail: sales@automatic-windings.co.uk
Web: www.automatic-windings.co.uk

SURPLUS COMPONENTS FOR SALE

new parts @ surplus prices

www.surplectronics.com

Rugged Steel -~If:!!:!Ei!!!~~~~C:;:~~~
Enclosure

Choice of CPU

Interchangeable
customisable
I/O panel
Power switch
Power LED
Reset button
HDD LED

Power Inlet
Mains or DC

. o.

Partner
CE.NET & XPE Ready to Run

BVM Limited, Hobb Lane, Hedge End, Southampton, Hants, 5030 OGH
Tel: 01489 780144 Web: www.bvmltd.co.uk Email: sales@bvmltd.co.uk

Embedded Intelligence

1509001 : 2000

